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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Since the era of post-World War II urbanization, public
concern about the inordinate misuse of available open space
in cities and suburbs has fostered a new regard for and
treatment of land.

As Higbee and Whyte have observed (1960

and 1968, respectively), open space is no longer considered
a commodity--something to be bought or sold, wasted, or
exploited to insure maximum return on the investment.

Rather,

it is now viewed as the "one precious, absolutely limited,
irreplaceable, and non-transferrable element of the habitat"
(Higbee, 1960).

In other words, it is a limited natural

resource like all the others found above and below its surface,—

and many cities in the nation have begun to treat

it as such, carefully reassessing its potential and the
means by which that potential can be efficiently and effectively developed.

- It should be noted that in its finite capacity land
is subject to numerous, successive ownerships and may be used
and reused for a multiple of purposes. However, it is also
susceptible to damage and irreversible alteration as a result
of leaching, erosion, pollution, removal, encasement in cement,
e t c , and urbanization, if unregulated, may subject land to
one or a combination of all of these detriments.
1/

Yet, despite this new attitude towards its intrinsic
worth, misuse of land still continues, especially and quite
noticeably in cities where floodplain areas and adjacent
waterways are an integral part of the urban landscape and
ecosystem.

In many instances these floodplains are

as a direct result

of urbanization.

lost,

Channelization and

rectification of water courses has resulted in a loss of
their power of absorbancy, which is crucial in the prevention of flooding and recharging of underground aquifers.
Similarly, many water courses, long used for the single
purpose of transporting urban waters and public and industrial
waste products, have become undesirable and unattractive,
and even, in some cases, hazardous to the health of the
general public.

In short, quite often this part of the land-

scape, scenic as well as functional before urbanization, has
become an "eyesore" and a wasteland.
Not only is this wasteful and ecologically unsound; it
is also, finally, unfortunate and ironic.
the urban landscape, now avoided by most

This element of
people, is that

resource which attracted the country's early settlers.

For

them, it provided sufficient guantities of fertile land,
flat water transportation, and a source of natural beauty
and recreation.

More ironic still is the fact that today

urban water courses are desirable
reational purposes.

for aesthetic and rec-

If kept free of structures (i.e., houses,

buildings, e t c ) , for instance, they could be made compatible
with contiguous waterways and bodies of water.

The establish-

ment of wildlife and forest preserves, farming and grazing
lands, and nurseries, or the construction of parking lots,
parks and roads, storage areas, and outdoor recreation centers
would enhance the beauty of the landscape and aid in the
reduction of floodplain waterway cyclic flood hazards (U. S.
Department of Interior, 1969),
The practical development of floodplain areas is not a
new concept; plans for compatible multiple use of urban water
courses have been implemented by several U. S. cities.

Yet,

an apparent lack of consolidated information on the topic
still exists; and this is paradoxical since, in the midst of
heavy urbanization, these linear strips of land adjoining
waterways represent one of the few continuous stretches of
natural, fairly undeveloped landscape which traverse and
penetrate today's urban cores.

In an effort to bring needed

attention to this and other neglected urban recreational
assets, the following study will attempt to analyze the
impacts and potentials of an extensive linear open space
system.

An application case study of the use and management

of urban water courses, within Houston and surrounding Harris
County, Texas, will be developed.
The objectives of the study are:
1.

To evaluate existing linear parkway systems

within the United States for their innovativeness and ap-

plicability to Houston and surrounding Harris County, Texas
2.

To prepare planning guidelines for multi-

purpose use of linear open-space corridors in metropolitan
areas.
3.

To prepare a conceptual plan for linear

parkway development as a case study of Harris County, Texas

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Overview of the History of Open Space Systems
Park systems and parkways, as we know them today, are
relatively new concepts.

Before the Industrial Revolution

and the subsequent emergence of a middle class in western
European society, parks were reserved for and used only by
the nobility.

By the eighteenth century, with the advent

of social and economic change, they soon were opened to the
less fortunate members of society.

Interestingly, it was

the American colonists, not their European neighbors, who
set the precedent of providing open space for commoners.
Established in 1643, the Boston Common was the earliest open
space development intended for outdoor active and passive
recreation (Doell, 1954).

Yet it was not until the nine-

teenth century, the first century to experience significant
industrialization and urbanization, that the concept of parks
and open spaces as areas where urbanites might relieve workday strain and tension was realized.

As town populations

grew and peripheral urban open space decreased, the central,
landscaped park became an important part of the urban "landscape."

Parks, such as Central Park in New York City, Franklin

Park in Boston, and Fairmount Park in Philadelphia, to name

just a few, led the revolution in new park design techniques
(Doell, 1954).
But the revolution was shortlived:

the centralized

parks, though often innovative in their planning, could not
meet the full range of recreational needs of urbanites.

As

municipalities continued to grow during the latter part of
the twentieth century, park and city planners discovered
that, to meet the recreational needs of the public, numerous
parks would have to be constructed or reserved in various
parts of the community.

In 1892 two cities provided the

first solution to the problem.

After an intensive study of

urban recreational needs, Boston set up the Unified Metropolitan Park Commission which oversaw the initial planning
of a park system, while Kansas City implemented a program
to create parks, parkways, and boulevards (Doell, 1954).
Thus, as the centralized park was important to the nineteenth
2/
century urbanite, so the park system—

became indispensable

to the early twentieth century metropolitan community.

The

metropolitan community continued to flourish and increase
in population after World War I; however, increased popu-

- Frederick Law Olmsted defines "park system" as ",..a
mutually supplementary series of parks and subordinate recreation grounds widely dispersed throughout the metropolitan
area, the whole constituting a recreation service deliberately
and comprehensively planned to meet, in a well-balanced manner, the fairly predictable needs of the entire metropolitan
population" (Doell, 1954) .

lation growth and automobile use furthered the demand for
the creation of large recreational facilities.

Hoping to

meet this demand, municipalities began acquiring land tracts
far beyond their own boundaries, while at the same time
other government agencies initiated their own park programs,
By 19 30, for example, seventy-four counties in the United
States had begun unified urban and suburban park systems;
and eight years later in England the British government
instituted the "Greenbelt" system--a revolutionary system
of parks that encircled and thereby contained urban expansion
while providing large areas of open space, a link between
hitherto isolated regions, and a terminal area for cycling,
hiking or recreation-minded Londoners (Whyte, 1968),

In

both countries, then, the final stage of park system development evolved as park and city and government planners realized
and emphasized the need to connect park system components
with parkways and other related, linear strips of land,
Parkway Definition and Typologies
Since then many parkways in/ between, and around parks
have been constructed, and the term "parkway" has become
an acceptable synonym for such words as "highway", "freeway",
"expressway", e t c
also been proposed,

Several definitions for parkway have
According to the Highway Engineering

Profession, a parkway is a "roa<3 or street which traverses
a scenic corridor of relatively high esthetic or cultural
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value for non-commercial traffic" (Isaacon, 1971),

Further,

the American AssoQÍation of State Highway Officials defines
parkway as "an arterial highway for non-commercial traffic,
with full or partial control of access; and is usually
located within a park or a ribbon of park-like development"
(Isaacon, 1971).

Charles B. Doell, a noted authority on

parks and recreation, has concluded that "parkways are roadways through parks or through such environment as to constitute an elongated park; allowing the leisurely movement
of traffic from one point to another either through or between parks" (Doell, 1968).

In each case, roads which

accommodate motorized traffic are an integral part of the
definition.

However, the term "parkway" has another—often

neglected, though still important—definition;

it can be

any linear corridor of land or water combination between
or within parks which accommodates only leisurely, nonmotorized human traffic, except where the use of trail
motorcycles and other maintenance vehicles is deemed necessary.

Thus the variety of leisure corridors that can be

formed is great; since the number of permutations here is
large; a condensed list will have to suffice:
1- Parkways: Linear corridors of land, generally
more than twenty feet in width, which permit a variety of
recreational facilities (i.e., trails, tennis courts, picnic areas and play facilities);

2. Trails •. Linear corridors of land, generally less
than twenty feet in width, which accommodate only limited
recreational facilities;
3. Railroad Rights-of-Way: Linear corridors of land
which are infrequently used or abandoned railroad and streetcar rights-of-way. Acquired by either feesimple or easement
agreements (a method advocated by many recreation officials),
these rights-of-way are excellent for the establishment of
linear trails because they traverse both public and private
lands and pass through a myriad of scenic areas, whether in
the city or the country, providing a diversified and expansive
recreational outlet for horseback riders, cyclists, hikers,
and walkers—all activities generally experienced in a trail
system (Brooks, 1969);
^'
Utility Easements: Linear strips of land, reserved
for the purpose of accommodating gas pipelines and electrical
powerlines, might provide another source of available and
developable open space for the development of a parkway or
leisure parkway system. For pipeline maintenance purposes,
each utility company maintains at least fifty feet of open
space on either side along their transmission lines. And
these lines are placed mostly in urban areas because of high
power consumption. Hence, the power rights-of-way as a
recreation resource "close to home";
5. Waterways: Natural, water courses whose banks provide sufflcient space for the creation of trails are also
potential recreational sites;
6. Streets and Sidewalks: The most abundant form of
linear corridors in all metropolitan areas, streets, sidewalks,
roads, e t c provide an uninterrupted parkway form for walkers,
hikers, cyclists, and, to a limited degree, horseback riders;
7. Improvised Trails: Linear corridors, usually unplanned trails ãnd pathways made by recreators, form "shortcuts" between two locations or take advantage of unique
terrain and so are potentially important;
8. Bikeways: Linear corridors which are usually reserved for "bicycles. It should be noted that these corridors,
which can be constructed on practically any of the previously
mentioned open space corridors, do in themselves constitute a
species, of which four types, as Desmione (1972) suggests,
are practical:
a
Bike Trails: a synonym for bikeways, meaning any trail,
path, road, or "thoroughfare over which bicycles may pass;
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b. Exclusive Bikeway; A specific right-of-way for the
exclusive use of bicycles where conflicts at grade with
other activities, such as pedestrians and motor vehicles,
are kept to a minimum (Desiraone, 1972);
c. Restricted Bikeways; A restricted right-of-way specified
for the preferential use of bicycles where conflicts with
other activities associated with land use may be numerous.
The restricted bikeway is developed within the cross section
of a roadway, usually in the outside lane adjacent to the
curb or edge of the roadway (Desimone, 1972);
d. Shared Bikeway; A shared right-of-way for bicycle operation is specified only by signs and markings. It is one
where bicycle traffic shares the right-of-way in operation
with other forms of transportation, such as the motor vehicle
or pedestrian. Shared facilities should only be developed
on routes with low speed, low volume traffic, such as residential streets (Desimone, 1972).
Functional Aspects of Linear Open Space Systems
The importance of this "non-motorized-traffic" definition
does not lie in the fact that it provides an alternative to
present uses of parkway corridors (though this too is certainly
important, but rather in the number of advantages it permits.
In general, a parkway designed for pedestrian, bicycle, or any
other kind of non-vehicular recreational travel (hereinafter
referred to as "leisure parkway"), may be used to form and
connect a park system or areas of regional, historical, caltural
or archeological significance without interrupting the continuity
of the landscape.

Parkways can act as a buffer zone in that

they might provide a means of containment.

The best example

of this, as mentioned earlier, is the "Greenbelt" system of
parks around London.

This system not only checks the further

growth of urban areas, prevents neighbcring towns from merging,
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and preserves the special character of the towns it encircles (Doell, 1954); it may also function as a buffer
between waterways and urban expansion.

In this capacity,

the major resultant benefit is the preservation of the waterway, the immediate banks, and the adjoining flood plains as
natural, open-space resources.
Of these two parkway functions, this study will
emphasize linkages between significant areas within an
urban setting.

In the case of parkways acting as urban

buffer zones, or as a means of containment, it should be
noted that to effectively function as such, the parkway
should be developed in advance of urban expansion.
way would thereby actually shape that expansion.

The park-

Urban

linkages, conversely, are a post-urban expansion phenomena
which serve to connect isolated parks or areas of importance
through utilization of narrow land corridors.
Parkway Design Concepts
The leisure parkway can be easily developed in areas
where street development is impossible. Where actual streets
now exist opportunities abound;

accommodations for parking,

storage, picnicking, walking, camping, and comfort stations
might be constructed for the traveller and the recreator;
the development of hard-surface paths—for

bikeways, bridle-

. I1.iig ^ V etc , which are compatible with parkway roads is
another possibility.

Further, designation of street-lanes

or exclusive lanes or trails might bring about new oppor-
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tunities for more diverse leisure travel.

This could, for

example, help bring into existence the commuter trail and the
small scale, intra-neighborhood site-seeing trail.

Similarly,

where no roadway or preestablished parkway exists implementation is feasible and desirable.

As Whyte has pointed

out, man should not impose his own design but instead first
see what design nature has wrought in the land:
"Instead of laying down an arbitrary
design for a region, ,..it might be in
order to find the plan that nature has
already laid down. One way would be to
chart all of the physical resources of
a region--especially its drainage network-~and see what kind of picture
emerges, The approach sounds ridiculously simple, but in the few instances
where it has been tried, it has seemed
an almost revolutionary concept."
(Whyte, 1968) .
A champion of the same cause, lan McHarg, has long expounded the idea of "ecological determinism," which means
nature should be considered prior to any man-made development.

He states that to procure a development plan that

makes sense, one should look to nature first.

The wetlands,

river and creek-beds, the aquifers, and the slopes should
be identified and charted and the resulting overall design
should be the core of any comprehensive plan (McHarg, 1970) ,
The flexibility in terms of planning, construction,
and maintenance is certainly one of the most important assets
of the leisure parkway; but other significant benefits accrue
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from their development as well.

One such benefit is the

financial/economic advantage that a park or recreation
system can bring to the community,
^22iî°í^^_liPR^9Jr_P_f_J^_lp^^ Parkways
Economic Justification
Few people doubt that recreation generates economic
benefits; yet many attempts to procure a reliable formula
for its measurement have fallen short (Hendon, 1967),

The

entire problem of providing recreation facilities centers
on two questions:
1. Is recreation development justifiable in an
economic sense? That is, can it generate substantial self-sustaining profit?
2. Is recreation development a reasonably
sound use of natural resources and public funds?
So far, data concerning the economic justification of parks
is limited; and, where linear parkway and trail development
is concerned, practically non-existent.
In an attempt, therefore, to remedy this paucity of
information on the subject of parkway development, the State
of Oregon conducted a study on the feasibility of urban
bikeway construction.

It sought to evaluate bikeways to

determine the justifiable per-mile expenditures for construction.

By way of a standard benefit-cost methodology,

the study concluded that:
1.

If between 500 and 700 business commuters could

be diverted from automobiles to bicycles, an estimated cost
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of $40,000 per mile would be justifiable if the bike route
were no longer than four miles.

In terms of time and dis-

tance travelled, a commuter route over five miles would be
infeasible.

If it is estimated that no more than 100 com-

muters might use the bike route, an expenditure of more
than $6,000 to $8,000 per mile would be illogical.
2.

For a recreation bicycle route an expenditure of

$30,000 to $60,000 per mile would be feasible if that route
attracted 25,000 participants annually,
3. .Exclusive and shared bike trails for school children
which call for expenditures of only $10,000 to $15,000 per
mile for a two mile path are the most difficult to justify,
in economic terms.
However, if these trails were to reduce accidents and
physical dangers to school children, expenditures of twice
this amount might be plausible (Oregon, 1972).
Another method of determining the value of parkways
and trails is by analysis of those unearned increments accruing to a community with a parkway system and of those
accruing to industries which lend equipment support to the
users of such parkways.

Ralph Hanneman, Director of Com-

munity Relations for the Bicycle Institute of America, has
discussed the potential pecuniary gains made by parking
garage owners who should expand their facilities to include
parking facilities for commuters' bicycles.

He has further
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suggested that between eight to ten bicycles can be parked
in the space required for one average sized car.

Specifying

the economic gains to be accrued, he asserted that for ten
bicycles a day, at a cost of twenty-five cents per bike/day,
five days a week, fifty-two weeks a year, the garages and
lots could earn $650,00 annually from one parking space,
This, in contrast with $520.00 earned from one automobile at
two dollars a day for the same time period is a considerable
increase in profit (Hanneman, 1971).
Horseback riding purportedly exceeds an annual investment of 7.5 billion dollars, and costs about 5 billion annually just to keep and feed the horses in this country
(Ingram, n.d.).

In New Jersey, the horse population has risen

from 20,000 to 50,000 in the past ten years, and approximately
10,000 residents own and breed their own horses (Alampi, 1970),
California has over 350,000 registered horses whose owners
spend an average of $735 annually on their upkeep (Greben,
1974).

In both cases, trails and parkways have been provided

to meet the growing demands of equestrian-minded citizens,
Yet, the economic advantages are not the primary benefits
of linear parkways.

Indeed, the primary attributes are

collateral benefits and tangible dividends which accrue to a
level equivalent with that of parkway quality,

People will

be attracted to a community as tourists or potential residents
if they know the experience will be pleasant and meaningful
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(Prezioso, 1968),

A pleasant environment is a key element

for enticing people into an area,

Therefore, it is econom-

ically justifiable for a city to provide adequate recreational
opportunities and the kind of pleasing environment which
attracts people to the area (City of Houston Planning, 1968) .
Impact of Adjacent Properties
Other economic benefits of parks and parkways are those
which extend beyond and accrue after the actual cash outlay
and construction of the facility.

The capital cost of park

land acquisition and development is a one-time outlay.

Yet,

if the qualitative integrity of the park is maintained, a
community may expect a ten-fold economic return on its
investment (Mertes, 1973),
In addition to possibly increasing adjacent land values,
parks and parkways provide additional amenities such as
natural vegetation, wildlife, urban watersheds and clean air,
which may combine to enhance the quality of life for those
visiting or living near the parkway.
Yet, not all externalities created by linear parks are
positive; some are most unfavorable and, in certain cases,
have caused termination of park projects.

Many parkways,

existing and proposed, follow waterways or terrestrial rightsof-way which pass through residential areas abutting backyards and commercial properties,

Some land owners affected

by these parkways believe this to be an invasion of their
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privacy, in that the general public may pass behind private
homes within easy access and viewing range of the heretofore
private residences.

Property owners feel their privacy and

security are placed in jeopardy via public access and fear
the inevitable human vices of littering, vandalism, and
crime (Sink, 1975).
Similarly, parks of a more serene nature with numerous
aesthetic assets often impose a higher tax value on contiguous
private properties.

This is as distasteful to some property

owners as a lower assessed property value, especially when
the parkway is constructed within a well-established neighborhood.

The adjoining land-owners who voice the greatest

opposition to a parkway project are those who stand to gain
the least from its implementation (Sink, 1975).
mpact on the Local Economy
The transfer of land ownership from private to public
domain is an official action which should be avoided, if
possible, due to the potential impact of such action upon
local tax rolls.
If a city planning department designates a parkway to
pass through private property, and if the affected property
owners will neither lease nor sell the right-of-use, it may
become necessary to acquire the land in fee if parkway continuity is to be achieved,

In such cases, taxable property

would be removed from the tax roll diminishing city income.
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This is a very critical concern in small communities.
However, if the qualitative integrity of the facility is
maintained at a high level, the taxes lost by acquisition
should be regained through increased assessed/taxable values
on adjacent properties,

It is through this concept of

"interdependency" that parks and parkways help pay for
themselves (Mertes, 1973),
The city of Minneapolis, Minnesota exemplifies this
concept with its excellent city park system.

Park acquisition

was financed through a graduated system of park taxes in
which properties closest to the parks paid the highest taxes
and properties located at varying distances away from the
parks paid a diminishing tax accordingly.

This system of

park acquisition displays general public acceptance and recognition of the economical and physical benefits which parks
offer contiguous and adjacent property owners (Prezioso,
1968).

The city of Milwaukee, Wisconsin has recorded a five

to ten percent increase in the value of improved properties
adjacent to parkways.

Though a minimal increase, it is suf-

ficient to counterbalance lost tax revenue resulting from
acquisition, and may supplement parkway maintenance costs
(Milwaukee Park Commission, 1966).
Supplemental Municipal Income
When planning for a park or parkway, the planners have
specific ideas as to what will be contained therein, according
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to space and budget limitations.

Yet, once developed, open

spaces spark the imagination of the community who, in turn,
generate additional ideas for parkway facilities and opportunities.

Within the limitations of city ordinances, a

variety of income generating concessions may be established
in or beside the parkway.

Such opportunities might include

bicycle and horse rentals, food and drink stands, small
shops, hanging gardens, and other compatible support services.
Private concessions may sometimes enhance the beauty, enjoyment, and value of the city parkway when carefully regulated;
and, through this process they can provide an additional
source of income for the host city.
Therefore, recreation facilities provided by a city at
a nominal cost to the taxpayer can have remunerative effects
which create additional community wealth.
In summary then, the potential increments to be gained
by development of a community parkway system are twofold:
one, the upgrading and stabilization of a community's economy
through facility and equipment sales taxes, increased (taxable)
adjacent and contiguous property values, and attraction of
new citizens and industry to the area; and two, the upgrading
of the community environmental integrity through provision of
needed parkways, open spaces, and recreational facilities.
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Sociological Impact of Linear Open Space
I

The most important advantage that the development of a
parkway system can provide is the enhancing of the quality
of life within a community.

With regard to the former, cities

possessing high aesthetic qualities are more likely to
attract new residents than cities lacking such amenities.
Parks and parkways exert positive influences in crowded urban
centers by providing needed space.

They also offer potential

for an unobstructed "line of vision."

All too often, long

distance viewing in cities is limited to such areas as transportation arteries or waterways which have become industrialized.

Left in its natural state, though, a waterway or a

meadow permits views of considerable distances, and free of
obstructions.
The parkway systems can improve the living conditions
of the community.

With today's rapid urban expansion and

growth and the pressures inherent in urban living, citizens
can find "escape mechanisms," in their use of park lands,
As Hofe has put it, they can leave behind the regimentation
of offices, schools, factories, and traffic and discover the
peace and serenity to be found in a natural or a semi-natural
setting (Hofe, 1969) .
Thus, where parks are not readily accessible to the
public, a city should strive to establish trails which extend finger-like into all sections of the community—not
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only to provide recreation opportunity, but also to reduce
social tension and disorganization (City of Houston Planning,
1968) ,

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
The approach used to undertake the following research
consisted essentially of written and "on-site" inquiries.
Letters were sent to various people, park and planning departments, and organizations which have responsibility for
parkway planning or construction.

These park departments

and organizations were selected for the survey on the basis
of their successful attempts to develop parkway systems in
their particular locales; as indicated by preliminary
readings.

The responses received from these inquiries are

presented in list form in Tables I and II.
A follow-up survey was made by telephone in an attempt
to reduce the numbers of "no response" in the written survey.
To supplement the findings of the written survey, numerous
interviews were conducted.

Once received, the data were

analyzed and the findings were reported in the same format
as that which appears in the letter inquiries,

A more de-

tailed description of the methodology follows.
Mail Survey
In formulating the mail survey, thirty-one prospective
survey recipients were selected on the basis of their respective successes (as indicated by the preliminary literature
22
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TABLE I
Information Inquiry List Park Departments (PD) and Related Recreation Officials

Addressee

Material

Marin County PD
San Rafael, CA

Hike & Bike Information'

Cross Marin County
Bicycle Trail Report

Denver, CO PD

Hike & Bike Information
4
Hike & Bike Information

The Bikeway Plan

Planning Coitmission,
Williamsport, PA

Requested

N a t u r e of

Response

No Response

Council for Comnunity
Services, Chicago, IL

Hike & Bike Information

General Bike Trail
Information

County of Los Ang^les
PD Los Angeles, (^

Rio Hondo Bike Trail

Information Conceming Trail

Dallas PD Dallas, TX

Hike & Bike Information"

Received maps and
Inforroation

Boston PD Boston, MA

Hike & Bike Information

Boston-BrooklineCairbridge ^tropolitan Bike Study

Milwaukee PD
Milwaukee, WN

Hike & Bike Information

"Milwaukee 64"
Bike Trail Report

Essex County PD
Newark, NJ

Hike & Bike Information

"New Dimensions in
Parks and Recreation"

Dept. of Interior.
National Park Servioe

Mt. Vemon Bike Trail

Received

Bucks County PD, PA

4
Hike & Bike Information

No trails developed;
only under study

Marioopa County PD, AZ

Hike & Bike Information

Received

New York City PD, NY

Equestrian& Bike
^
Information

General Equestrian
and Bike Information

Huron-Clinton Metropolitan Authority MA

Hike & Bike Information

Survey of MA Operations
Bike Trails Uhder Study

^Facsimile of these inquiries may be found in Appendix A.
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TABLE II
Information Inquiry List
Special Reports
Requested

N a t u r e of

Response

Addressee

Material

Legislative Reference
Library. Austin, TX

Parkway Oriented Legislation

HB-1195-63rd Legislature 1973

C i t i z e n ' s Advisory
Coitmittee on Environmental Quality

From Rails t o T r a i l s

Received

National Transportation
Safety Board

Safety Aspects for Recreational Vehicles

Received

Automobile Club of
Southem Califomia

Planning Criteria for
Bikeways

Received

National Transportation
Safety Board

Bicycle Use as a Highway
Safety Problem

Received

Institute of Traffic
Engineers

Design for Bicycles

Received

Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation

National Synposium on
Trails Proceedings

InquLry Retumed

Highway Research
Board. Washington, DC

Right-of-Way Recreation

No Response

Davis Public Work
Department

Davis, CA Bikeway System

Received

Department of Transportation

Bicycle Traffic Planning
]yfenual

No Response

Department cf Transportation

Bicycling for Recreation
and Coitinating

No Response

Cook County Porest
Preserve District

The Illinois Prairie Path

Received

University of North
Carolina

Characteristics of Youthful Bicycle Riders in an
Urban Society

Received

Oregon State Highway
Division

Bikeways for Oregon

Received
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TABLE II

(CONTINUED.)

Addressee

Material Requested

Nature of Response

Ann Arbor, MI
Planning Department

Ann Arbor Bicycle Path
Study

Received

Virginia Moss
Savannah, GA

Georgia Bike Trails

No Response

Bicycle Institute of
America

Parkway Legislatipn
Activity in all Fifty
States

Received
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review) in parkway planning and implementation.

Fourteen

inquiries were mailed to regional, county, and city park
departments across the United States which either are planning or have developed innovative uses of linear open space;
facsimiles of these letters can be found in the Appendix,
In all, there were thirteen responses; Table I displays the
names of the official departments, the material requested
from each department, and the nature of each department's
reply.
In addition to these inquiries, seventeen written requests were sent to various governmental, institutional,
and private groups and organizations to obtain special reports on the subjects of parkway planning and parkway development; twelve of these groups and organizations responded,
Table II shows the names of these organizations and groups,
the reports requested from each, and the nature of each response received,
Telephone follow-up attempts were made on inquiries receiving a "no response",

The data acquired, therefrom, were

combined with previously acquired data,
Personal Visits
Numerous personal interviews were also conducted to
obtain pertinent and supplemental information concerning
parkway planning and development.

Among those people inter-
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viewed, three were especially helpful.

Mr, J. Ross, former

Director of Harris County Parks and Recreation Department,
provided current data on county administered parkway activities.
Mr, C. S. Bragg, Assistant Director of the City of Houston
Parks and Recreation Department, provided information on city
sponsored parkway activities and the problems that the city
has had in developing parkways and trails,

And Ms. F. Knowles,

Chief of Advance Planning for the City of Houston, furnished
maps and documents of future open space and parkway plans,
Other city and county officials helped too, in whatever
capacity they could, and their assistance is documented accordingly.
On-Site Survey
In addition to the interviews, numerous on-site inspections of existing and improvised parkway trails were made to
gather firsthand information on where the public desired
parkway trails; these inspections continued through the preparatory phase of the study.

This part of the study was not

limited to the Houston area, but included such Texas cities as
San Antonio, New Braunfels, San Marcos, and Austin, all of
which have instituted unique methods of providing trails and
parkways for their citizens.
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^^^ial

Reconnaissance

Two other "on-site" methods were used; the first of
these was aerial reconnaissance,

Two reconnaissance missions

were flown over Harris County to gather aerial photographs
of the case study area discussed later in this study.
Aerial Photograph Transposition
The other method used was the technique of aerial
photograph transposition.

In order to acquaint the reader

with the case study area, it was necessary to prepare a
single picture of the area.

To accomplish this, high altitude

aerial photographs developed by Wallace-Zingery Aerial Survey,
I n c , of Houston were checked out of the Rice University
Library.

The case study area appeared in thirteen separate

photographs, each measuring one and a half feet by two feet.
Using a 35MM reflex lens camera containing black and white
print film, a snapshot of each photograph was taken.

When

developed, the prints were all placed in their respective
places so as to depict the entire case study area on a smaller
scale than the original.

A snapshot was then taken of this

layout, developed, and enlarged.

Smaller photographs from

the aerial reconnaissance mission were then placed along the
borders of the photograph of the case study area.

Together,

these were photographed, developed, and incorporated into a
study area mosaic

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
The survey and personal interviews revealed three important characteristics of national, state, and local parkway and park system planning and development.

First, the

most propitious means of acquiring developable land is through
the use of developed sites—i.e., streets and parks; second,
even thqugh federal assistance programs exist for the purpose
of park development, most available funding used to defray
parkway and park planning and construction cost comes from
the local level—i.e., from taxation, bond issues, e t c ; and
third, little information other than that dealing with the
general welfare of the recreator is readily obtainable on the
topic of linear park and parkway management concerns.
The United States
Methods of Acguisition
Throughout the United States a number of respondents
proposed several methods of land acquisition.

These methods

ranged from plans for interdepartmental cooperation to inducement programs designed to interest the private property
owner as well as the large land holder (i.e., the utility
company, the railroad, e t c ) .

Insofar as corridor acquisition

was for the construction of hiking, biking, and bridle paths,
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few cities favored fee-absolute purchase of land—especially
when the land was privately owned.

Even though such a pur-

chase of land permits the purchaser to preserve and emphasize,
within the limits of federal, state, and local laws, the
right-of-way's open space characteristics, it requires a
large initial investment which most municipalities cannot,
or, because of possible tax revenue loss, will not make.
The method, then, endorsed by most cities was the acquisition
of rights-of-way through use and development of streets and
parks.
Honolulu, Denver, Chicago, New York, Milwaukee, Davis
(California), Ann Arbor (Michigan), and Missoula (Montana)
indicated that this was the preferred method.

By implementing

it, they not only avoided large expenditures, but found
they could focus the use of public recreation moneys on construction efforts.
have been positive.

So far, the results of this refocusing
New York City, with its maze of streets,

has developed 12 to 14 miles of shared bike routes which
connect existing bike paths and major parks within some of
the city boroughs (Wickham, 1974).

Further, Milwaukee,

Wisconsin owns and operates over 64 miles of bikeways, the
majority of which are incorporated into street rights-of-way.
The city has proposals for nearly ten more miles of bikeways.
Planners there hope the entire route will be the hub of a
bicycling network through southeastern Wisconsin, southwestern
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Michigan and northeastern Illinois (Milwaukee Park Commission,
1966) . Davis, California, a city like no other in that it
has the nation's highest percentage of total population using
bicycles as a means of transportation, has reserved, on many
of its four-lane streets, two lanes for the use of bicycles—
a substantial savings on the part of the city in bikeway
property acquisition (Grove, 1973).
Another similar, inexpensive source of bike and hike
trail rights-of-way is city owned parklands, and many survey
respondents indicated they had developed it. Chicago, for
example, was the first metropolitan center in the United
States to test the principle of bikeways on a large scale
when, in the mid-1950's, the Chicago Park District initiated
a system of bicycle paths.

The pilot system covered over

fifteen miles of lake front paths through four parks, plus
additional trails located in twenty-five inland parks. Since
1970, it has implemented over 120 miles of hike and bike
trails, and the surrounding Cook County Forest Preserve District has developed twenty miles of bikeways along the North
Branch of the Chicago River, while maintaining 200 miles of
equestrian trails throughout its reserves (McDonough, 1974) .
Similarly, New York City has sixty-six miles of exclusive
trails for hikers and bikers within its large parks, such as
Central Park and Prospect Park.

These parks also possess,

together, forty-one miles of bridle paths for equestrian
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oriented recreation (Resnick, 1974).

Milwaukee, too, has

constructed hike and bike trails within those parks along
the sixty-four mile bike route, thereby using the parks as
terminal areas and nodes of concentrated recreational
activity (Milwaukee Park Commission, 1966).

Other areas

such as Portland, Oregon; Denver, Colorado; Missoula, Montana;
and Los Angeles County, California reported similar developments.
Perhaps the most innovative use of an existing or developed site—i.e., a street or a park—was reported by
survey respondents who have begun utilizing waterway banks
and channels to enhance and extend their trail systems.
Thus far, two cities, Los Angeles and Denver, have shown that
such development of land for recreational purposes is advantageous.

The Los Angeles County Parks and Recreation De-

partment, for example, operates and maintains

two regional

water oriented bike trails in Los Angeles County.

One trail

is a ten-mile stretch along the concrete-lined Los Angeles
River; the other is a 13.5 mile trail along the San Gabriel
River; both were made possible by cooperative agreements with
the Los Angeles County Flood Control District which owns the
river rights-of-way.

In addition, the Parks Department

operates a 24-mile regional equestrian and hiking trail constructed within the bed of the ephemeral Rio Hondo River
(Greben, 1974) .
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In the same manner, Denver, Colorado has developed a
3.2 mile bike trail within the banks of it's centrally
located Cherry Creek.

This trail is an integral part of the

community's restoration and beautification project for the
American Bicentennial.

Its location provides both commuter

and recreator cyclists with a continuous, uninterrupted ride
from the suburbs to Denver's Central Business District
(Faris, 1974).

Other construction efforts or studies, for

waterway oriented hike and bike trails, are underway too, in
such areas as Marin County, California; Boston, Massachussetts;
Minneapolis, Minnesota; and Miami, Florida.
There are other means of acquiring developable park land;
utilization of natural resources through cooperative agreements among city and county departments, as mentioned in the
case of Los Angeles, is one of them.

Among the cities which

replied concerning this method of acquisition, three indicated
that it was successful.

The city of Chicago and the Cook

County Forest Preserve are working together to develop a
greater metropolitan bikeway system.

They have already im-

plemented over 105 miles of bikeways and routes in their
efforts to provide cyclists with safe routes to employment
centers, schools and parks.

The primary sources of rights-

of-way were from city streets (Department of Streets and
Sanitation), city parks (Chicago Park District) and county
land preserves along the North Branch of the Chicago River
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(Cook County Forest Preserve).

Businesses and garages there

have recently set up parking facilities for cyclists along
the bikeway routes (McDonough, 1974).
Likewise, Miami has used the vast resources of the
Central and Southern Flood Control District (hereafter referred to as CSFCD) by acquiring easements along the Snake
Creek Canal, which is under the jurisdiction of the CSFCD.
The district has, for the purpose of maintaining good relations
with the community, allowed this project to continue along
its corridors and has even encouraged its continuance by
offering the city of Miami $50,000 in assistance (Sink, 1975).
Planners in Marin County, California (across the bay
from San Francisco) have also studied the feasibility of constructing a 37 mile bikeway connector trail between the
populated areas of East Marin County and the recreational
areas in West Marin County.
this:

The purpose of the trail is

to iink together...
"presently existing fragmented urban
bicycle trails in Carte Madera, San
Rafael, San Anselmo and Fairfax into
completed and designated urban bicycle
corridors, and at the same time development of a scenic rural segment of
the route beginning in Woodacre and
continuing into and through Samuel Taylor
State Park along Lagunitas Creek utilizing
portions of a pipeline easement and an
old, abandoned narrow gauge railroad
grade" (Inovye, 1973) .
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The right-of-way along Lagunitas has been offered for use by
the Marin Municipal Water District, and the abondoned narrow
gauge railroad has made available by the California State
Park Department (Inovye, 1973) .
Cooperative agreements between county or city park
departments and private property owners are sometimes effective, too.

Denver, for example, has discussed the idea

of rights-of-way acquisitions with several utilities located
within the city, and has received varying results.

On the

one hand, the Public Service Company of Colorado indicated
that it strongly desired to work with the Denver Planning
Office in the planning and development phases of bike trails
along the Public Service Company's electro-transmission
rights-of-way.
"Where the Public Service Company has fee
title in the ownership of the land, we can
investigate with the City on the advisability of developing a bikeway on the properties held in this form. ...the company
has worked with the City in the development
of parks on (company) lands held in fee
title. In these cases, lands were deeded
to the city, and easements were retained by
the company" (Denver, 197 3).
On the other hand, when asked about the possible use of its
grade easements by the Denver Planning Department, the Denver
and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company replied:
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"...Any usage for bicycle ways on
operational rights-of-way would be extremely dangerous, and in the interest
of public safety, such use would be
prohibited by the railroad. ...loose
loads, broken strapping from shifted
loads, derailments and debris have
caused serious personal injury, and
we feel confident that you will agree
that railroad rights-of-way would not
be adaptable for your proposed use"
(Denver, 1973) .
The Colorado and Southern Railway Company reiterated the
same concerns to the city.
Similarly, the City of Milwaukee contacted the Wisconsin
Electric Company for possible use of abandoned railroad beds
within their rights-of-way.

Their negotiations, however,

were stymied because of the liabilities involved (Milwaukee,
1966) .
But, as far as private property is concerned, park
departments have other means of acquisition at their disposal.
There is, of course, always fee-absolute purchase of property;
but in most cases, as mentioned above, this is impractical.
However, various lesser tools which provide solutions to
purchase problems and thereby preserve the open space characteristics of the desired property—possibly even until it
might be purchased—are available (e,g., easements, lease
options, donations, e t c ) .

Their effectiveness, however, has

yet to be determined.
Based on this, then, three things are clear.

First,

most linear open space which is suitable for parkway develop-
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ment does and will continue to come from the use of public
properties—i.e., roads, parks, e t c

Second, within the

sphere of private property purchase, individual-citizens
and special interest groups will be the greatest contributors.
Little will come from utility and railroad companies.

Finally,

development regulations, an alternative to methods hitherto
used for the acquisition of lands, have been used with some
success by several cities.

Mr. D. Faris, a city planner in

Denver, states that Denver was attempting to revise its subdivision regulations so that developers in newly annexed
areas will be required to construct bikeways in the rightsof-way of major arterials.

The City of Thornton, he added,

has already accomplished this regulation (Faris, 1974).
Authorizing Statutes and Sources of Funding
Most funding for parkway projects comes from governmental sources.

Upon completion of the survey, it became

evident that monies were available at the federal, state,
and local levels.

The federal and state governments provide,

essentially, assistance and matching fund programs for the
development of leisure parkways.

The most varied sources

of funding are at the local ievel.
1.

Federal
The survey respondents indicated that federal

funding consists of three potentially successful programs;
these are the Legacy for America Program (Land and Water
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Conservation Fund Act of 1965, 1970), the Land and Water
Conservation Fund Act of 1965 (Land and Water Conservation
Fund Act of 1965, 1964), and the National Trail System Act
of 1968 (National Trail SystemAct, 1970).

Unfortunately,

park departments have failed, in many instances, to avail
themselves of the resources provided by the first two of
these programs.

Upon reviewing the survey data, for ex-

ample, Denver, Colorado appeared to be the only city utilizing
funds from the Land and Water Conservation Fund Program
(Denver, 1973).
The product of an effort by Congress to combine four
aging recreation programs, the Legacy for America Program
(Land and Water Conservation Fund Act of 1965, 1970) is a
program sponsored by the Department of the Interior and has
been placed under the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act
of 1965 as an amendment to subsection 2(c). Written into
this is a requirement to review and update the program in
1978; a process to be carried out by the Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation (Land and Water Conservation Fund Act of 1965,
1970).

It is designed to help small and large communities

on an equal basis.

Its major objectives are to help save

fast-disappearing open space and to catch up in providing
critically needed urban open space (Rettie, 1971).

At the

suggestion of former President Richard M. Nixon, the Department of Interior began to emphasize two programs:

(D
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open space acquisition; and (2) urban beautification and
historic preservation.

Now it has four areas of high priority

assistance:
1.

Requests to buy or develop open space for service

areas having existing public open space under 2.5 acres per
thousand population.
2.

Requests to provide open space opportunities, within

a year after appropriation, to existing, or planned for,
low moderate income housing developments.
3.

Requests by a state or county to construct recreation

facilities within a year on a site accessible to a central
city.
4.

Projects that make innovative use of urban space

for parks and recreation will receive special attention.
These might include such neglected resources as power-line
rights-of-way and other linear corridors.
The second federal program, the Land and Water Conservation Act, administered by the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
(BOR), closely corresponds to the Legacy for America program
in that both provide matching funds for bikeway construction.
The first priority in allocating funds under this section
is for "recreational" bikeways (Land and Water Conservation
Fund Act of 1965, 1964).

Because the federal government will

not fund a single project from two sources, the applicant
for bikeway funds must decide which of the available federal
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programs fits its needs best.

Money returned to the ap-

plicant is eligible for matching with more federal money
on a continuing basis; the only stipulation is that the prior
money has to be spent before it is matched (Denver, 1973).
The cities of Missoula, Montana and Milwaukee, Wisconsin have
indicated that they utilized funds provided under this act.
The third program which was tentatively under investigation by the Denver Planning Department is the National
Trail System Act of 1968 (National Trails System Act, 1970) .
This act has opened a new avenue by which eligible applicants
may apply for federal funds for the development of region-wide
hike and bike trails.

The ultimate goal of this program is

to create a trail network as profuse and accessible as those
arteries provided for motorized vehicles (Hofe, 1969).
2.

State
At the state level, most survey respondents discussed

their available funds for the planning and development of
linear parkways in the context of the authorization of statutes
Several states favored funding programs for large scale hike
and bike trails; one of these was Oregon.

Enacted in 1971

as Chapter 376 of its laws, the Oregon legislature passed
House Bill 1700-- the "Bicycle Bill" (Oregon, 1971).

This law

initiated the first statewide bicycle trail and pedestrian
footpath system.

It provides that:
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"No less than one percent of the funds
received from the State Highway Fund by
any city or county, or by the State
Highway Commission, shall be expended
for the establishment and maintenance
of footpaths and bicycle trails."
(Oregon, 1971).
The act requires that footpaths and trails be constructed
wherever a highway, road, or street is being constructed,
reconstructed, or relocated.

Footpaths and bicycle trails

may also be established along other highways, roads, or
streets, and in parks and recreation areas.

In other words,

funds may be expended not only on rights-of-way under the
jurisdiction of the particular agency involved, but also on
any rights-of-way in an urban or countryside setting.
The state of California has also enacted a law which
requires that the State Highway Department incorporate hiking
and biking facilities in all new designs and plans for new
highways in areas where highways or freeways do not now
exist (California, 1975).

To aid in financing these hike

and bike trails, the state will earmark nine million dollars
per year to trail development and path construction along
state highway projects.

The funds will be transferred from

California's State General Fund to a special "Bike Lane
Account" (California, 1975).

The state of California has

also imposed a small tax on the more than 350,000 horses
used for pleasure riding.

The revenue accrued from the tax

will be used for acquisition and development of equestrianrelated trails and facilities (Greben, 1974) .
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In 1972, the State of Florida was considering S. B. 393
(Florida, 1972) which would have required cities, counties,
and school boards to construct bike lanes and trails within
a two-mile radius of all public elementary and high schools.
The significance of this bill lay in the fact that it would
have provided for the development of bike routes where no
provisions for busing existed.

However, S. B. 393 died in

committee (Legislative Reference Library, 1978).

The Florida

Central and Southern Flood Control District also lends
monetary assistance to municipalities that wish to make recreactional improvements along its waterways (Sink, 1975).
3.

Local
The most varied form of funding indicated by the

respondents, however, was at the local level.

There, five

kinds of monetary assistance appeared to be available or,
where not available, at least possible.

These were Captial

Improvements Budgets, municipal budgetary input, bond issues,
fees, and nonprofit cash gifts.

All of the cities that

replied mentioned they had either examined or utilized at
least one of these financial sources.
Miami, Denver, Boston, Chicago and Milwaukee, for example, indicated that a large part of their parkway and trail
funds came from their respective Municipal Capital Improvements Budgets.

Similarly, the Denver city council mentioned

that it was studying the possible extension of its already
appropriated funding of bikeways through the Capital Improve-
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ments Budget.

Under this program, the city would set up a

seven year bikeway construction plan to provide this endeavor
with a specific amount of money per year.
As far as budgetary input is concerned, Chicago seemed
to have allocated the most funds and seemed also to have
benefited the most from the investment.

The city began a

major system of park paths, on-street routes and special
purpose bike lanes during the early 1950's utilizing City
Capital Improvement Funds.

Consequently, the Chicago network

of 120 miles of hike and bike trails represents one of the
nation's largest metropolitan recreation transportation
systems (McDonough, 1974).

The Metropolitan Dade County

(Miami) Commission has also appropriated $165,000 from its
1975 budget for the developm.ent of a 7.5 mile exclusive hike
and bike trail along the Snake Creek Canal in North Dade
County (Sink, 19 75) .
Unlike the other forms of funding, the use of bonds,
for generating recreation development funds, was discussed
by only two cities:

Denver and Missoula.

Denver planners

said they were planning a capital improvements bond election.
Of the total bonded monies, $9,040,000 are to go to parks
and recreation projects, with $300,000 earmarked for Citywide bikeways (Denver, 1973).

Missoula indicated similar

actions might be taken in their city (Cunningham, 1972) .
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On the other hand, Denver, which has been using such a
bicycle registration for some time, reported very little
tangible success.
by two agencies.

The registration program was administered
The agencies' critics indicated that the

agencies' policies themselves had vitiated the program.

In

addition, the Denver Administration noted that it cost four
dollars to register each bike while the charge to each rider
is only one dollar a year.

The Bikeway Plan, published by

the Denver Planning Department, recommended the registration
process be conducted by only one city agency; and that the
fee be raised from one dollar annually to five dollars every
two years.

This would raise $100,000 the first year and then

$40,000 to $50,000 dollars each year thereafter from new
bicycle purchases alone.

This money would be eligible for

matching federal funds for bikeway construction within Denver
(Denver, 1973) .
Almost all survey respondents mentioned the need for
cash gifts and donations from private citizens and interest
groups.

Missoula proposed a fund-raising drive by a non-

profit, tax-exempt foundation to enlist the financial support
of interested citizens and groups and to collect and administer
bikeway donations to that foundation.

These donations would

serve as the 50 percent local contribution required to obtain
a federal grant (Cunningham, 1972).

Denver pointed out,

however, that "matching funds derived from this source must
return to the originally designated fund" (Denver, 1973).
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Management Concerns
Unlike the first two categories of "Methods of Acquisition" and "Authorization of Statutes and Sources of
Funding," the category of "Management Concerns" is not
clearly defined.

The reason there is trouble with the

definition is that management concerns vary from one municipal
park department to another.

It is only too obvious that the

concerns of the Chicago parkway system are different from
those of Los Angeles, even though both major urban areas
have often faced similar parkway development problems.

In

general, most survey respondents seemed to agree that parkways in cities should be developed.
Where the 'tendency of some planners might be to go beyond city limits to obtain cheaper lands for trail development, the state of Oregon has planned first to create a
system of routes beginning in urban areas for school children
and commuters.

Building from the urban areas, a system of

trails can be implemented which receives maximum public
usage both in municipal peripheral zones and within recreational areas (Oregon, 1972).

Chicago also asserted that

such development be as comprehensive as possible to insure
inclusion of all citizens in the benefits which hike and bike
trails have to offer (Rasmussen, 1971).

Further, New Jersey

stated that metropolitan areas should be concerned with
achieving the national standard (as New Jersey sees it) of
15 acres of parkland for every 1,000 citizens (Cranford, 1970)
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There was near unanimity of opinion on another point,
too; namely, that of safety.

Most cities favored the es-

tablishment of safety programs.

These programs as most

indicated, should be designed to educate the commuter as
well as the recreator on points of traffic safety.

The

National Transportation Safety Board has, for example,
suggested that an integrated system of bicycle training and
law enforcement be locally organized and motivated to support later driver education;

"Such an approach is made

both economically efficient and necessary by the high percentage of children involved in bicycle riding and who are
later applicants for driver licenses" (N.T.S.B., 1972).
the municipal level programs are now being offered.

On

The

Traffic Safety and Education Section of the City-County Department of Transportation Services of Honolulu, Hawaii has
begun an education program for cyclists and motorists.
cycling population in Honolulu has trebled
past two years.

The

to 75,000 in the

The biking education consists of a forty-

five minute class for children and adults, and it teaches
the techniques of defensive riding.

Robert N. Bing, Jr.,

Traffic Safety Administrator, summarizes the general attitudes
and goals of the program as follows;
"By giving our bikers of all ages a sound
foundation in bicycle safety, before we
have an (extensive) bikeway network on
Oahu, we're that much ahead of the game.
...By no stretch of the imagination is the
program a kiddies' course in fun and games.
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If we can teach our youngsters the
techniques of riding bicycles defensively, they'll carry on with these
good habits and attitudes when they
graduate to automobiles. Although
the conduct of the classes is informal,
the aim is serious and we treat the
children who attend as adults" (Bing,
1974) .
Milwaukee County Park Commission, likewise, conducts a safety
program in cooperation with the local police and service
agencies.

The program emphasizes cycling safety and instruc-

tion classes for school children held in community parks of
neighborhoods with high percentages of cyclists (Milwaukee,
1966) .
In Chicago, action concerning management concerns has,
in two instances, been taken.

Cyclists themselves have

called for greater safety for those who ride on bike routes
in high crime areas.

Special attention, cooperation and

adequate protection from the Chicago Police Department for
both local and visiting riders would insure future success
and acceptance of city owned bikeways and trails (Rasmussen,
1971).

Chicago planners have conducted a survey among local

cyclists to find out what the recreator and the general
public believe are major parkway concerns.

Though the re-

turn on the questionnaires was small, desires of Chicago
cyclists appeared to be clear;
1.

Most cyclists prefer facilities totally separated
from motor vehicles.
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2.

Maintenance

of bike routes to keep them free of

glass and holes is vital.
3.

Certain locations along existing routes and paths
were identified as detrimental to personal safety,
most often because of heavy traffic volumes,
narrow streets, or location near a high crime area.

4.

Many bicyclists do not see the necessity for
obeying traffic regulations, especially those concerning stops, turns, and one-way streets.
(McDonough, 1974).

Such thoughts are instrumefital in formulating plans for bikeway development.

The planners and users need to work to-

gether to bring about the acceptance and success of future
bikeways.

Route utilization and success is a function of

safety, convenience, and efficiency.

Without sufficient

planning and coordination among all interested groups, safe
bikeways are very difficult to establish.
In spite of these efforts and the apparent unanimity
with regard to the important concern of safety, much must
yet be done by more people, if parkways are to provide the
public with the maximum of leisure and comfort.

Law enforce-

ment agencies as well as citizens and citizen groups must
share in the education of traffic safety for all.

Florida's

Dade County Citizen's Safety Council Director, Mr. G. Sudduth,
said in 1971, remarking on the rise in the number of bicycle deaths in Miami:
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...county planners, police departments,
cyclists and parents of young cyclists
must share the responsibility for deaths
...Any (cyclist should know) his rights
and responsibilities under the law and
he ought to have an appreciation of his
vulnerability on the road. Current laws
governing bicycling are sometimes inadequately enforced... But police aren't to
blame; they only reflect the mood of the
community. People apparently don't want
the laws enforced" (Gaiter, 1976).
Texas
Methods of Acquisition
In contrast to the generally used (accepted) methods of
acquisition, Texas respondents emphasized the importance of
fee-simple land purchase.

Many thought this kind of purchase

both practical and propitious because the primary source of
linear open space within the state consists of waterways and
contiguous banks--land which is often privately owned.

Thus

far, San Antonio, Fort Worth, Austin, and San Marcos which
developed linear parkways, have found this to be the most
economical method.
The city of San Antonio has capitalized on the deteriorating San Antonio River to produce one of the most publicized
and well known linear parkway developments in Texas and the
U. S.

The focal point for the walkway's development was where

the river traverses the heavily urbanized central business
district.

Owing to decades of neglect, the value of pro-

perties along the water course had diminished significantly.
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City planners then rapidly acquired all properties needed
for the walkway and ultimately developed the ox-bow shaped
river corridor into the world-wide acclaimed Paseo del Rio
which attracts approximately 2.3 million visitors annually.
Paseo del Rio features recreation paddle wheel boats,
riverside walkways (see Plate lA and IB) floating restaurants,
and numerous shops, hotels and associated restaurants.

The

"river walk" is now a symbol of man's ability to accomplish
the impossible through excellent planning and design
(Reed, 1973).
Park planners in the capital city of Austin have also
developed a lengthy system of trails along local creeks and
waterways which traverse the west and south sides of the
city.

The City of Austin Park Department acquired the land

for most of these trails through direct fee-simple purchases
from private land owners.

The only exception was one

corridor acquired from a local electric power company through
an easement agreement.

Completed hike and bike trails

(see Plate 2A) now exceed 16 miles through the hilly community
down to the banks of Town Lake.

At that point, the trails

link up with the new Mo-Pac Expressway bridge which spans
the lake.

City planners met with Highway officials when the

bridge was in planning stages and arranged for the incorporation of a lesser hike and bike bridge (Plate 2B) which
provided safe access to the recreation lands of Zilker Park
and Barton Springs across the lake (Baker, 1976).
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A.

B.

Visitors enjoying San Antonio's Riverside
Walkways.

Paddle-wheel boats are provided for visitor
use.

PLATE 1
San Antonio River Walk
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A.

Trails such as this extend over 16 miles
within the City of Austin.

B.

Hike and bike bridge constructed under
Austin's Mo-Pac Expressway Bridge.
PLATE 2
Austin Bike Trails
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Fort Worth too, has implemented a majority of its
trail and parkway system by the acquisition of certain user's
rights upon privately owned properties located along its
water courses.

The city is planning to expand existing trails

into a system which connects five major lakes, numerous large
parks, and outlying areas to the city's care.

Again, land

acquisition will be through easement agreements with private
property owners (Fisher, 1974) .

The planning of the trails is

flexible; should the lands upon which they are constructed be
sold or developed, the trails can be altered to meet the
change (Teague, 1974).
Another example of the fee-simple purchase of land in
Texas is the acquisition of abandoned railroad rights-of-way.
Only a few such areas of land, however, have recently been
converted to recreational trails.

The Cargill-Long Park

Trail system near Longview, Texas is one example; the U. S.
Forest Service, and the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
(hereafter referred to as TPWD), are developing it (Evans,
1976).

Several park developers have turned their attention

to a thirty mile section of an old railroad line between
Austin and Georgetown, but it will be several years before
they conclude their study.

Yet, in the future, the purchase

of railroad rights-of-way may prove to be the best means of
obtaining large areas of developable land.

Federal law now

requires railroad companies which have abandoned tracks to
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notify the Interstate Commerce Commission (hereafter referred
to as ICC) of such abandonments (Railroad Revitalization and
Regulatory Reform Act, 1976).

The ICC now follows a policy

of offering sale of the land to the state in a right-to-firstpurchase agreement which permits the state one hundred and
twenty days to make the necessary arrangements with the ICC
before the land goes on the open market (Evans, 1976).
Other means of acquisition have been used where feesimple purchase of land has been proven to be impractical.
The TPWD, for example, has employed several of -^hese recently.
First, it developed a plan for bikeways and canoe trails along
the Guadelupe River.

The designated method of acquisition

in this instance was a large scale easement acquisition from
property owners who owned parts of the river's banks.
the state legislature rejected the proposal.

However,

Secondly, the

department used hitherto considered undevelopable linear
corridors to construct trails which were suited for minimotor bikes rather than bicycles or horses.

However, since

these strips of land were considered "of minor ecological
value," little damage to land character resulted while a
minimum of money—enough to permit the Department to preserve
most of its annual funds for maintenance—was spent.

Finally,

the department set in motion planning for a hike and bike
trail around the west end of Lake Sommerville near Sommerville,
Texas.

Robert Evans, a representative of the TPWD, stated
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that the majority of the properties slated for trail development there can and will be acquired through lease agreements
with the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, under whom lies
jurisdiction of Sommerville Lake.

The remainder of the

property, he said, wouid be obtained through lease agreements
with private land holders (Evans, 1976).
Authorizing Statutes and Sources of Funding
As in the case of the national survey, Texas respondents
made little distinction between the enabling statutes and
sources of fundings for hike and bike trails and bridle paths.
The reason for this is that actual state-level-funding in
Texas is meager.

The Texas Legislature has not enacted any

programs which directly assist in financing public trail and
parkway projects, whether municipal, county or regional.

In

attempting to follow the lead of Oregon's House Bill 1700,
Texas House Representative Chris Semos of Dallas introduced
H.B. 1195 into the 63rd Texas Legislature, 1973.

The bill

proposed the "Appropriation, allocation, transfer, and credit"
of ten million dollars ($10,000,000.00) per year to a Hike,
Bike and Horse Trail Fund of the State Highway Department.
With these funds, the State Highway Department would select
and construct hiking, biking, and horseback riding trails
after consultation with the Parks and Wildlife Department
(Texas Legislature, 1973); however, the bill died in committee.

At last report, Representative Semos indicated that
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reintroduced the bill in 1977 but that it again died in committee.
it.

Representative Semos has no plans for reintroducing

However, the TPWD has helped distribute federal funds

for linear parkway construction.

While the TPWD does not

dispense any of its own annual budget to state municipalities
for park projects (Doty, 1974) it does supervise the Land and
Water Conservation Fund Act of 1965 (Land and Water Conservation Fund Act of 1965, 1964) in Texas.

By this method, it

directs the allocation of federal funds for local park land
acquisition and development projects (Evans, 1976).

The

department also provides technical assistance to municipal
park and recreation departments in the planning and development of public open space projects, which in itself is expensive in terms of staff input (Doty, 1974).
The state has also considered participating in two
federal funding programs which are the Railroad Revitalization
and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976 (Railroad Revitalization
and Regulatory Reform Act, 1976) and the Bikeway Demonstration
Act of 1975 (Bikeway Demonstration Act, 1975) administered by
the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation.

The former (P. L. 94-210),

is as Mr. Evans pointed out, concerned with the present problems of train travel and transportation.

However, it also

states that the federal government will provide up to 90%
of development cost for parkways and trails constructed along
existing rail line rights-of-way (Evans, 1976).

The latter.
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administered by the Federal Highway Administration, provides
matching funds for the development of demonstration trails
across the U. S.

The purpose of these trails is to display

the practicality and feasibility of hike and bike trails
within an urban and suburban environment (Evans, 1976).
Management Concerns
Unlike respondents selected at the national level, the
state of Texas revealed no explicit concerns for the management of hike and bike paths and bridle paths.
Houston
Methods of Acquisition
The survey of the Houston Park and Recreation Department showed that the method of acquisition best suited for
the Houston area was the multiple use of existing public
land--especially streets.

As a result of financial problems,

Houston has concentrated recent park appropriations on maintenance rather than on new land purchases.

This rerouting of

funds has been practical since linear parkway acquisition has
been, according to Mr. C. Bragg of City of Houston Parks
Department, a sensitive area of endeavor which involves the
negoitation of lease agreement contracts with hundreds of
private land owners.

Planners have, however, tried other

methods which have demonstrated their effectiveness.
To date, Houston and Harris County have revealed the
advantage of multiple use of existing public land for the
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development of bike lanes.

The Harris County Parks Depart-

ment has developed three interlocking bikeway systems in
West Harris County which utilize existinc streets and roads
of low-density traffic

The first bikeway system from Spring

Creek to Bear Creek Park Bikeway provides a link between
distant parks.

The second and third bikeway system, within

Bear Creek Park, are loop-bikeways, in that they offer either
a long or short round-trip depending on participant preference
(Ross, 1974).
Civic groups of both the City of West University and the
City of Bellaire have developed bikelanes and routes along
their main traffic arteries (respectively) linking schools,
shopping centers, playgrounds, and residential areas, offering
residents an unobstructed tour of the entire neighborhood
(see Plate 3A & B, and 4A & B). As part of their designation
processes, car parking within the lanes used as bikeways was
suspended (Kerns, 1974).

Another type of bike lane which is

open once a week (Sunday) is the Herman Park to Allen's
Landing/Allen Parkway Bike route.

It consists of an entire

cordoned-off lane of the city's Main Street and other contiguous streets for five miles between the two parks (Bragg,
1974) .
Houston has also used other methods to acquire developable park land, among which are lease agreements, donations,
and annexation.

Through lease agreements with Harris County
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A.

Exclusive bikeway developed by Bellaire
Civic Groups.

B.

Shared bikeways developed along the main
streets of Bellaire.
PLATE 3
Bellaire Bikeways
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A.

B.

West University bikeways link shopping
centers with residential areas.

With suspended auto parking, biker's rides
are unobstructed.
PLATE 4
West University Bikeways
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Flood Control District, under whom lies jurisdiction of Buffalo
Bayou (Wilkin, 1974), Houston acquired enough land to develop
five and one-half miles of exclusive bikeways along the
beautifully landscaped banks of Buffalo Bayou (See Plate 5 ) .
Also, through a similar agreement, Bellaire has authorized
the establishment of an exclusive bikeway on the median of
its main east-west artery (see Plate 3A).
Though seldom used for the establishment of bikelanes
and related leisure parklanes,, donations have also been important in the history of Houston park development.

In the

last century there have been only three major donations,
but these, for the most part, make up the city's present
park system.
Houston received Herman and Memorial parks, two of its
biggest parks, through donations from private citizens.
These donations, made during the 1920's, doubled the acreage
of city owned parklands.

Such large land donations are rare

today, though monetary donations of any amount are always
encouraged.
In addition to the methods mentioned above, Houston has
found the method of annexation to be reliable.

A study con-

ducted in 1972 by the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation stressed
the need to develop the lands within the Addicks-Barker Flood
Detention Reservoirs (west of Houston) into a regional park
system (U. S. Department of Interior, 1974).

Acting upon
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A.

The AHen Parkway Bike Trail (above) extends
five and one-half miles along the banks of
Buffalo Bayou.
PLATE 5
Allen Parkway Bike Trail
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this recommendation the Houston City Council annexed the
Addicks-Barker Flood Detention Reservoirs.
this were twofold;

The results of

first, it brought the area under the

jurisdiction of the Houston Parks and Recreation Department
(hereafter referred to as HPRD).

Secondly, it enabled the

Houston City Council to divert one million dollars from the
City's Revenue Sharing Funds to the Addicks-Barker Regional
Park System development funds.

Immediately following this

action, the Cullen Foundation of Houston made available to
the project funds of one million dollars annually for the
next twenty five years, or, for as long as the project has
public support (Ross, 1974).

Consequently, the HPRD had

two million dollars with which to work in the first fiscal
year—an assurance of an excellent beginning (Ross, 1974).
Authorizing Statutes and Sources of Funding
Houston park officials indicated that they employed some
means of parkway funding that were used in other communities
and some that were not.

The City of Houston, through its

authority to enact codes and ordinances has created and empowered a "parks" department.

The department's director, who

is subject only to the mayor and the city council (City of
Houston, 1968), supervises land improvement, reconstruction,
and funding of parks and parklands which belong to the city.
The City of Houston Park and Recreation Department has a
number of general sources of funding for park development
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programs.

Although programs for acquisition and development

of new city properties for recreational purposes receive
financial support from bond issues approved by the public,
Houston and Harris County defray their operating expenses by
drawing on current tax revenues.

The property or ad valorem

tax is Houston's chief source of revenue and provides the
vast majority of dollars in the city's General Fund.

The

city Parks and Recreation Department obtains 95% of its
operating expenses from this fund at present (McEnany, 1978).
In 19 77, the Department received 5% of the annual city budget,
or, $13,670,695 (McEnany, 1978).
Another way in which the city receives funding for parkway development is through the bond issue.

In essence,

"bonding" means "borrowing on future tax revenues to pay for
facilities needed today."

The use of general obligation

bonds is a common practice in all states and at all levels
of government.

In Houston, general obligation bonds may be

approved by public referendum up to an annual total of ten
percent of the assessed valuation of all property in the
city, minus current indebtedness.

However, park funds

received through bond issues have averaged only around 1.25
million annually for the past ten years.

In April of 1973,

Harris County voters approved a 150 million dollar general
obligation bond referendum, and of the total bonded money,
the County Parks Department received five million dollars which
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primarily went to the acquisition and improvement of land
for the Armand Bayou Park (Ross, 1974).

In a 1976, 175

million dollar bond referendum, Houston voters approved,
among other issues, 17 million dollars for city parks and
recreation projects.

The major projects in the parks issue

included the rehabilitation of Herman Park, development of
Cullen Park, and expansion of hike and bike trails.

In

Houston and Harris County, bond issues are the major source
of capital development and improvement funds ("The Houston
Post," 1976).
Revenue sharing and grants are two other means by which
Houston and Harris County have found monies to help defray
park projects.

As noted in a previous section, the Houston

Parks Department presently receives approximately 600,000
dollars per annum from federal revenue sharing funds for its
Addicks-Barker Regional Park System (McEnany, 1978).

Through

this revenue sharing program—a program in which the federal
government rechannels federal revenues back to the local
level for local use—Houston has received 120 million dollars
since the time of the program's inception (McEnany, 1978).
Further, the Harris County Parks Department is almost ready
to begin development of a forty-three mile county parkway
and greenbelt system along Cypress Creek in north Harris
County.

County Judge Jon Lindsay has indicated that the

county favors matching fund grants from BOR to finance the
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park.

(BOR is already supplying two matching fund grants

of more than one hundred thousand dollars for the project,
and the county is preparing an application for a three
hundred thousand dollar grant [Scarlett, 1976]).

Senator

Lloyd Bentsen has asked Congress for two, one hundred
thousand dollar grants to the Army Corps of Engineers to
study and update the Cypress Creek flood plain and to
determine whether or not any flood control measures are
necessary (Scarlett, 1976).
Houston and Harris County also indicated that they
obtained money in ways other than those related to taxes and
tax revenues.

One of these ways is the "user fee."

Though

small in comparison to tax revenues, they make up an important
part of the departmental income.

They are usually collected

at facilities with heavy public usage and high operating
costs, such as golf courses, tennis courts and swimming
pools.

In the case of the City of Houston, most of the

revenue that accrues from this source is returned to the
city General Fund except for a portion which is necessary for
golf course and tennis court maintenance operations.

How-

ever, the city of Houston and Harris County have not fully
realized the potential of the user fee.

A good example of

this fact can be seen in the department's "free parks for
all" program at the Houston zoo:

the zoo is one of the few

such facilities in the nation requiring no entrance fee
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(City of Houston Planning, 1971).

Another means of funding

which is related to the user fee is the registration fee.
In many cities around the nation, parkway facilities are
being financed through registration fees for bicycles and
horses, similar to that of highway financing through automobile registration.
from bicycles.

The most common fees collected are

Houston currently employs this procedure

but with a minimum of success (Carr, 1974) . This may be so
because two cooperating city departments—the police and
fire carry out the registration.

Each bicycle is required

(though not heavily enforced) by the city to be registered
at any neighborhood fire substation at a fee of one dollar
for two years.

The Fire Department is responsible for "the

registration, issuance of licenses or decals and the collection of registration fees; the Police Department is responsible for administering the entire registration process"
(City of Houston, 1968).
One last source of funding that Houston and Harris
County indicated they favored is the donation.

Cash gifts

to the city or the county are eligible for matching funds.
To this end, the City of Houston is striving to finance the
development of the downtown areas of the proposed Tranquility
Park, Allen'sLanding and Buffalo Bayou through private
donations.

Marcella Perry, chairman of the fund raising

committee, hoped to raise 10 million dollars by July 4, 1976.
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However, as of February, 1978, the total amount had reached
only five million; most of which went to the development of
Tranquility Park (Schmultz, 1978).

Fred Buyton of the

American Society of Landscape Architects said the plans for
the project will represent sixty thousand dollars in architect's donated time.

The designs for the Bayou parkway call

for hiking and biking trails which will link Allen's Landing
(the center of Houston) with the existing Allen Parkway Bike
Trail on the edge of the central business district ("Houston
Chronicle," 1976) .
Management Concerns
The majority of concerns expressed by Houston and Harris
County officials with regard to parkways and trails will be
discussed in the next chapter as problems of planning and
development;

hiking, biking, and horse back riding trails

which are independent of existing parks in the greater
Houston area are a relatively new innovation. Again, many
of the relevant concerns of managers have been discussed as
thoroughly as possible in earlier sections of the chapter.

CHAPTER V
URBAN PARKWAY PROTOTYPE FOR HOUSTON AND
HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS
Parkway Planning and Implementation
The procedure for planning and implementation of linear
recreation facilities is not standardized.

Opinions on how

to plan for and how to implement linear parkways and trails
vary among planners, decision-makers, community interest
groups, transportation officials, and private citizens.

The

appropriate scale for development for a particular activity
is often difficult to ascertain (Mertes, 1973).

Park

administrators strive to compile reliable planning data upon
which sound guidelines for rational decision-making may be
established.

Without adequate planning guidelines, the

facilities provided may be poorly co-ordinated and may deprive the public of a substantial return on invested tax
dollars (Oregon, 1972).
In general, park planners must, at present, rely on
the process of acquiring and synthesizing recreational data
to form a definite plan.

Accordingly, their planning should

have a threefold purpose:
1.

To meet expected occurrences or events
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2.

To accomplish desirable goals

3.

To avoid undesirable developments or occurrences.

The major objectives of the planning should be fivefold:
1.

To protect the public trust, resources and
interests

2.

To identify potentials and opportunities

3.

To improve the physical and social environment

4.

To show public opinion values, attitudes and
feelings

5.

In the case of linear parkways, to promote
safety, mobility, efficiency and pleasure
(Oregon, 1972).

In addition, planners should decide early in the planning
process for whom they are planning.

Many groups of parkway

users have specialized or different recreation demands.
There are hikers and bikers and horseback riders.
group consists of varying aged participants.

Each

Thus, the

process is more difficult than it might seem upon first
glance.
Citizen Awareness and Recognition
To plan comprehensively for Houston or any other city,
the hopes and aims of all its citizens should be considered.
To be valid, a comprehensive plan should be approved by
citizens of all walks of life (City of Houston Planning,
1968) .

The National Recreation and Parks Association believes
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that recreation planners must extend themselves, personally
and professionally, to the fullest to provide an atmosphere
whereby crowded urbanites "--might freely excercise their
right and privilege to communicate their needs, wants, and
desires" (Hutchison, 1969).

The citizen, the'refore, has a

vital role to play in the planning for parks and recreation
facilities.

His primary responsibility should be to make

his desires for open space and parks known to public officials
and planners.

To accomplish this, he may respond to pre-

liminary plan proposals, and, if they meet with his approval,
he should then provide the support necessary to give the plan
impetus.

A plan which is written with the public as its

audience must, accordingly, have active citizen support before any official government action can be taken (City of
Houston Planning, 1971).

Thus, planners should strive to

create lines of communication between the Parks and Recreation
Department and confirmed, and potential, interest groups and
individuals.

To accomplish this, it may be necessary to alter

plan presentation methods by either simplification of written
plan proposals and concepts or by increased use of graphic,
pictorial, and diagramatic schemes which convey the plan
easily to those not conversant with standard planning terminology.

In this manner, planners would provide these citizens

with relevant and understandable plans for recreation
facilities (City of Houston Planning, 1971).
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Whether or not this method would be appropriate for
every city in the nation is difficult to say without the
necessary data, but in the case of Houston, the response
certainly would be in the affirmative.

The Houston Park

and Recreation Department solicited youthful ideas by taking
their planning process to the people.

In numerous recreation

centers about the city, department officials laid-out hundreds of feet of brown-wrapping paper and requested children
and young adults to draw on the paper those facilities which
they would most like to see in a new neighborhood park.
response was overwhelming.

The

Planning officials were startled

at the differences of opinions between what they believed
was desirable (Ross, 1974).

Hence, the importance of public

input into the planning process; it can prevent costly miscalculations on the part of planning officials.
The Houston Parks Department has, subsequently, organized
Advisory Recreation Councils (ARC) at each of the forty city
recreation centers to give citizens in each area a chance to
participate in the development and operation of their
recreation program.

ARC represents direct communication

links between professional staff and residents of the area.
Council members advise recreation center staff on program
interests, needs, and special activities, and they report to
their sponsoring organization on plans and programs.

The

end result of the councils' public input recreation programs
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has been an increase in citizen attendance and participation
far exceeding the councils' expectations.

Recreation leaders

should support the proposition that people of all ages,
interests, races, religions, and socio-economic levels must
be given opportunities to participate in the planning of
recreational programs which will directly affect opportunities
for use of leisure time (City of Houston Planning, 1969).
Unlike the planning phase, the implementation phase is
relatively simple and straightforward.

Essentially, it con-

sists of making the abstract concrete.

It demonstrates to

the taxpayer clear-cut evidence that the tax dollars expended
on parkway planning were not spent in vain.
It is highly dependent on the developed plan, in that
the plan is the basis upon which all implementation decisions
are founded (the plan is a tool designed to facilitate implementation).

In this capacity, the best laid plans are

those that maintain flexibility and thereby allow for unforeseen pitfalls which occur in actual implementation and
construction phases (Mertes, 1972).

Overall, co-ordination

and direction, then, must be maintained during plan implementation to insure that each phase leads smoothly into successive
phases and that uniformity with respect to permissible parkway vehicles is maintained throughout the system, i.e.,
hiking, cycling, horseback riding and electric carts (Platt,
1972) .
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With this brief look at planning and implementation
procedures and problems, let us now turn our attention to
Houston and the possible parkway system that can be developed
within its boundaries.
Houston/Harris County Open Space Planning Framework
There are presently vast areas of natural open space on
Houston's perimeter, most of which is privately owned.

The

Harris County Park Department maintains twenty-five county
parks within the county, the largest of which is Bear Creek
Park with over 3,000 acres on Houston's western boundary
(Ross, 1974).

The city of Houston has two large park areas:

Memorial and Hermann parks, both of which were donated to the
city in the 1920's.

Since that time, it has acquired the

majority of its public parkland through fee simple purchase.
The result, due to meager funds, has been too little parkland
too late (Bragg, 1974) .
The city and county are, however, gifted with an extensive
waterway system composed of numerous creeks, streams, bayous
and rivers.

All of these channels emenate from within or

near Houston's central core and flow out radially to every
sector of the surrounding county.

In so doing, these linear

corridors provide an intricate floodwater drainage system.
In addition to their drainage function, these corridors
and their contiguous banks also offer tremendous recreation
and open space potential in the form of linear parkways,
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trails, and in some cases, paddle trails.

Using the central

city as a focal point, these waterways could serve as radial
connectors between the city and country and would form an
open space web providing an interrelated and integrated
greenway system.
In previous waterway studies, planning officials have
divided Houston into sixteen subsections or planning districts.

This facilitates plan formulation for the effective

provision of recreational services and opportunities for
citizens in every part of the city.

Each district serves an

estimated 50,000 citizens, minimum and 250,000 citizens,
maximum,

Harris County is similarly divided (City of Houston

Planning, 1969) . Within each district is a portion of a
waterway.

Incorporating these waterways into an open space

system, districts and programs could merge to create a unified
pattern encompassing the entire community.

Simultaneously,

the waterway-parkway system could provide a network of open
spaces directly related to the needs and desires of the
citizens living within each district.

Each district should,

therefore, strive to create parks along these waterways
(City of Houston Planning, 1969).

Further, open space plans

for Houston and Harris County could also be coordinated to
form an open space system plan for the Greater Houston area.
While achievement of the plan would not, in itself, guarantee
total achievement of open space goals, it would provide a
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means through which conservation, preservation, and recreation
interests might mutually work on meaningful program, which
would:
1.

Preserve the natural and histrocial resources

2.

Expand areas for rest and relaxation

3.

Provide a coordinated system of permanent public

greenways.
Thus, through coordinated efforts of varying interest groups,
the bayous and waterways could provide a needed flood control
system and still retain segments of unique natural growth
for recreational purposes (City of Houston Planning, 1969).
From these natural channels, then, the basic framework of a
parkway system can be derived.
Proposed Linear Open Space System-A Case Study
The parkway system would consist of a primary parkway
route and a secondary system of inner neighborhood trails.
The four major routes within the system would lead in each
direction of the compass.

The area they would appear in,

and, ultimately, unify is located in the southwest sector
of both the City of Houston and surrounding Harris County,
Texas.

It measures approximately sixteen miles along its

northern boundary, five along its eastern boundary, thirteen
along its southern boundary, and two and a half along its
western boundary, encircling Houston's most dynamic residential
and commercial developments (see Illustration 5 ) . In order
to achieve clarity, each route w i U be discussed at greater
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ILLUSTRATION 5
Pictorial Map of Case Study Area
(See Back Cover)
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length in terms and in the order of natural features,
population and growth areas, linkage, and relevant problems
of development.

A brief discussion of a "secondary parkway

system" and other related matters will follow shortly.
Linkage and Adjacent Land
A.

North Route:

This route proposes the use of the banks

of Buffalo Bayou (see Illustration 1 and Plate 6)
1.

Natural Features;
a.

Soils and Drainage;
The soils along this route are classified as

;M.dine-Ozan and Clodine-Addicks-Gessner fine-sandy loams.
These soils have been developed under forest and grass cover
and vary from grayish-brown to reddish-yellow hues.

They

allow the free passage of water to a subsurface level of two
feet where a thick layer of clay begins.

This clay layer

has the adverse effect of making the surface sands very wet
in rainy seasons and very dry in periods of drought.

Geo-

logists assert that these extreme conditions combined with
rapid leaching (depletion of soil nutrients) will cause a
soil to lose its dark color (U. S. Department of Agriculture,
1976) .
b.

Vegetation:
Within the case study area, most native vege-

tation has been removed and replaced with "invader" and
domestic vegetation.

Invaders are those plants which usually

spring up on such areas as abandoned dirt roads or trails,
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S C A L E - 1 in = 3 . 5 m i .

I l l u s t r a t i o n 1:

Proposed north route
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A.

B.

North Route (along Buffalo Bayou) would pass
through forested residential areas.

North Route would link recreation areas with
residential areas.
PLATE 6
Proposed North Route
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where the bare earth is exposed.

They grow rapidly and

cover bare spots much faster than native plants; hence, their
name:

invaders.

Domestic plants are lawn grasses, shrubs,

and trees which normally would not be present.
The North Route has possibly the largest amount
of native vegetation remaining in the proposed system.

Vines

and shrubs cover the banks of Buffalo Bayou, while adjacent
lands are shrouded by thick loblolly pine forests.

Ground

vegetation on this route, however, receives very little sunlight and, if worn to bare earth, may take some time to
recover.
2.

Population and Growth Areas;
Buffalo Bayou was the site of Houston's founding.

In recent years, lands along the entire length of this
waterway have attracted heavy residential and commercial
developments.

Major corporations have moved their head-

quarters and employees to this section of Houston.

Further,

many new and established residents have also settled in this
area.
3.

Linkage;
Buffalo Bayou stretches from west to east, linking

Barker Flood Detention Reservoir (located at Houston's west
limit) with Houston's central business distirct, sixteen
miles to the east.

The fact that it links the inner-city

with the open country (Barker) makes the Bayou a prime target
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for parkway and trail development.

From the Barker Reservoir,

a recreator may travel to various satellite city and county
parks to the north and to the west of Houston.

He may also

link up with IH-10, west and travel to relatively close
state parks.
The following is a list of the diverse land uses
near or contiguous to the North Route:

the route bypasses

them in the order in which they appear, moving westward:
a.
b.
c
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
1.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.

central business district
numerous parks
high-density, low income housing
cemetaries
grain storage elevators
low-density residential areas
Southern Pacific Railroad right-of-way
Houston Lighting and Power right-of-way
a bird sanctuary
country clubs
Tall Timbers Subdivision
West Loop Freeway
several waterway confluences
numerous sewage treatment plants
St. Mary's Academy
shopping centers
junior and senior high schools
30 acres owned by Texaco
strip mining operations
open farm and ranchland
Houston Natural Gas and United Gas lines

V.

Barker Flood Detention Reservoir

4.

Limitations for Parkway Development:
In the course of their "Open Space for Living"

study, the City of Houston Planning Department emphasized
that a major obstacle to the establishment of trails along
the bayous (North and South Routes) was the vast number of
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land owners to be dealt with.
are two sub-categories;
bayous and creeks.

Within this category there

one, property owners along unimproved

For example, HPRD found, in one attempt

to assemble a linear parkway plan for Buffalo Bayou, some
residents would allow only pedestrian traffic on property
behind their houses.

Others would allow both pedestrians

and bicycles but not horses on said property.

Still others

would not allow anyone to traverse behind their houses. To
implement a successful trail or parkway program along a
given route which traverses private properties, a sponsor
must have complete cooperation and permission from each
property owner.

Yet, in order to obtain such permission,

the sponsoring department or agency must meet and discuss
the project with each owner, individually—a time and money
consuming process. The team assigned to meet these people
must, essentially, draw up contractual agreements between the
owners and the city, which allow for the construction of
recreation trails across these owners' properties (Ross,
1974) .
Buffalo Bayou is a major waterway flowing approximately eighteen miles from Barker Reservoir, westward to downtown Houston.

Within this eighteen mile stretch, there are

over 200 major land parcels; this does not include each
individual, residential plot lying on the bayou banks. Thus,
a contract would have to be drawn up with each private land
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owner (Bragg, 1974).

In this process, the city must maintain

the reimbursement fee at a nominal and affordable level, while
also insuring that each contract allows for identical recreation rights and privileges for the purpose of parkway
continuity.
Acquiring identical public use-limited access
privileges on each contract, however, is a problem.

Many

people are prejudiced towards certain types of recreation
travel and obstinately insist on limiting their property
usage to those miodes. Some residents wish to restrict usage
by reasoning that the result will be higher taxes or increased
exposure to the public (as noted in the case of Miami), while
others just refuse all recreational usage (Bragg, 1974).
In the case of property owners along improved
bayous, too, another problem arises.

Improved bayous, as

shown in Plate 7, are those which have been widened and
deepened by the Harris County Flood District to alleviate
flooding potential on nearby lands.

In the process of im-

proving these waterways, the District has had to lease from
private owners such properties as are located along and
contiguous to the bayou flood channel.

In many of these

lease contract agreements, there are strict provisions which
state that the improved properties are to be used for flood
control only.

Therefore, in order to append a clause which

would allow for recreational travel, the contract team would
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A.

Above is an example of the improved/concrete
lined bayous, constructed by the Corps of
Engineers for the Harris County Flood Control
District.
PLATE 7
Improved/concrete lined Braes Bayou
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not only have to renegotiate each of these lease agreements,
but also would have to work through the District to accomplish
this change (Ross, 1974).

Problems such as these were not

addressed by any of those contacted in the survey.
B.

East Route:

This route proposed the use of a railroad

and powerline right-of-way shared jointly by Houston
Lighting and Power and Southern Pacific Railroad Companies (see Illustration 2 and Plate 8 ) .
1.

Natural Features:
a.

Soils and Drainage:
The soil conditions for the East Route are of

two categories.

The northern end of the route touches upon

the Clodine and Gessner soil types.

As discussed in the

North Route section, these soils are sandy and drain rapidly
during wet seasons.

The remainder of the soils along the

trail route fall within the Coastal Belt Region, which extends across southern Harris County, Texas.

The soils are

classified as "Lake Charles," "Bernard," and "Midland" (U. S.
Department of Agriculture, 1976).

These soils, black and

gray in color and formed under grasslands, are heavy clays
which render themselves nearly impervious, and have been
known to retain water on the surface up to two weeks after a
rainfall.

They have the additional detrimental characteristic

of rapid shrink-swell elasticity under wet and dry condition.
It is very hazardous to construct asphalt surfaces for hike
and bike trails there.
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Illustration 2: Proposed east and north routes
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A.

East Route would pass through dense,
commercial business districts.

^it..

B.

East Route would pass through central
residential areas via railroad rightsof-way.
PLATE 8
Proposed East Route
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b.

Vegetation:
The northern end of the East Route is thickly

wooded with oak and pine trees and vines; very little ground
vegetation exists here because of the heavy shading.

The

remainder of the route is covered with invader grasses and
very few trees.

The grass is mowed periodically by one of

the right-of-way owners.

Though the ground on this portion

of the route receives ample sunlight, the soils drain poorly
and are limited in their aibility to sustain plant life.
The roots of even the heartiest vegetation have difficulty
penetrating the compact, clayish soil.
2.

Population and Growth Areas;
The East Route, for the most part, traverses well-

established, residential neighborhoods.

Consequently very

little residential development is taking place here.

To

the immediate west of the proposed route, however, heavy
commercial office building development is occurring.

This

activity centers around the 1-610, West Loop (Freeway) area,
which parallels the proposed route.

Therefore, a primary

purpose for this east route would be that of commuting by
bicycle from residence to office.

The route also offers

excellent recreation opportunity to the residents along the
east side of the route.
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3.

Linkage:
The proposed East Route is about five miles long and

runs due north.

Thus, it forms a strategic link between the

North and South routes, intersecting the north route 11.5
miles east of Barker Dam and the south route at its easternmost end.

The route would make an ideal, multipurpose com-

muter/recreation linkage.

It also parallels and bypasses

the following in the order in which they appear, moving southward:
a.
b.
c
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Memorial Park
Houston Lighting and Power right-of-way
Southern Pacific right-of-way
Bayou Club of Houston Reserve
Texas and New Orleans Railroad Land Reserve*
Buffalo Bayou
heavy commercial districts
the Southwest Freeway
Pin Oak Horse Stables
low and high density residential areas
YMCA

1.

Braes Bayou

4.

Limitations for Parkway Development:

There are considerable problems with the proposed
use of utility rights-of-way along the East Route. Houston
Lighting and Power Company (HL&P) has presented an anti-

Texas and New Orleans Railroad (T & NORR) Land ReserveA small land parcel located along the Southern Pacific
Railroad right-of-way; owned and maintained by T & NO Raiiroad Company.
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parkway argument on grounds of operation and maintenance
costs.

The giant towers which HL&P uses to support its

high-voltage transmission lines are made of steel and are
coated with a thin layer of galvanizing.

If ever the coating

is scratched off, the steel will begin to rust; and in the
humid atmosphere of this Gulf Coast county rust/oxidation
advances rapidly.

The probability of the towers being

scratched is increased a hundred-fold with the establishment
of a public parkway.

Thus, if a tower should begin to rust,

two possibilities arise:

one, the maintenance costs for

repainting or regalvanizing go up; and two, a new tower may
be necessary if rusting attains advanced stages.

Tower re-

placement is costly; such that, Houston Lighting and Power
Company has only a small stockpile of replacement towers.
Neither the power companies nor the ultimate financier--the
consumer--can afford such an expense (Carroll, 1978).

Yet,

monetary difficulties comprise only one facet of the problem.
Provided park planners can overcome the financial barriers, or at least reduce them, they must also deal with the
immense question of liability.

This problem emerges when park

planners desire the use of private lands for establishment
of public parkways and trails, without actually acquiring
full title to these lands.

Thus, the major question is,

which party, the private land owner or the public parks
department (i.e., the city), should be liable to the public
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who may be injured when using a trail sponsored by both
parties.

This problem has stymied many trail projects in the

Greater Houston area, especially when the private land
owner is a large power, pipeline, or railroad company
(Bragg, 1974).
The major railroad companies of this area, for example,
have stated that, due to their concern for the safety of all
interested parties, they believe it would be better if the
public did not have free and open access to their rightsof-way.

They cited derailments, faulty signal and safety

equipment, and flying debris as a few of the hazards which
might befall a recreator while using a railroad right-ofway (O'Sullivan, 1978).
Similarly, power line companies dislike the idea of
free and open public access to their rights-of-way.

They

maintain that falling objects, such as broken insulators or
downed live wires, could inflict serious injury to recreators
below.

In addition, they contend that the majority of rec-

reators will be children, who, when unattended by an adult,
may climb on a transmission tower and accidentally fall off.
The mutual fear, not only of the railroad and power
companies but also of all other private land owners, is that
of being sued by a recreator who has injured himself while
using such parkways and trails (O'Sullivan, 1978).

Many

sources believe the best incentive for opening private properties to the public would be to remove their owners from
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all liability and, in return, to provide such property owners
with insurance against property damage or loss due to misuse
by recreators (Bragg, 1974).

However, this liability must be

shifted to someone, and many suggest the sponsoring city or
county agency—in this case the Parks Department.
Under present financial constraints, neither the City of
Houston nor Harris County could afford enough liability insurance for their present properties or possessions. Only
city employees are covered by Workman's Compensation (Cody,
1978).

Even in municipal tort situations the City of Houston

does not carry liability insurance. As noted by Thomas Cody,
Assistant Attorney of the City of Houston Legal Department,
should the city suffer a detrimental court ruling in a
liability suit, it would merely pay the claimant the amount
due, rather than maintain expensive liability insurance
policies (Cody, 1978).

According to Charles Moore, Assistant

Vice President of Marsh and McLennan Incorporated of Houston,
even if the city or county could afford liability insurance,
there is no way under common law that all liability may be
transferred from the companies and private landowners to the
sponsoring agency.

(Parents may still sue "big money companies

for an injury to their child, because their child was an
invited guest.

Mr. Moore noted that the parents would prob-

ably win such a suit, too.)

Companies would be forced to

carry additional liability insurance for, among other reasons.
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their defense in court against lawsuits, whether the charges
are well-founded or not.

Under this premise, Gulf States

Utility Company has refused numerous requests for hike and
bike trails on their rights-of-way, even in the face of bad
publicity (Moore, 1974).

However, should a child trespass

on private property for the purpose of trail riding and subsequently be injured, the tables turn and the private property owner or company assumes no responsibility and in all
probability would not be found guilty (Moore, 1974).
The state of Illinois, however, has circumvented the
problem of recreation liability insurance by enacting a law
which provides that:
"A private land owner who allows the
public to enter his land for recreation
purposes on a nonfee basis shall not be
liable to a member of the public who is
hurt while enjoying such hospitality"
(Illinois, 1975).
Rutherford H. Platt, a strong proponent for trails and
leisure parkways within urban areas, has stated that more
research is needed on the problems of insuring privately
sponsored recreation facilities.

It may be determined that

the risk of liability is greatly exaggerated.

Platt has

noted that if better experience data were available, the
cost of insuring private providers of outdoor recreation
areas might drop significantly.

For edification, Platt

has also pointed out that in its ninety-five year history,
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the Appalachian Mountain Club has never been sued for injuries occurring on its privately-sponsored recreation
facilities.

He added that judicial interpretation in favor

of private recreation land owners and sponsors will be of
tremendous assistance in the push for new recreational outlets on private properties within crowded urban areas
(Platt, 1972) .
C.

South Route:

This route proposes the use of the banks

of Braes Bayou, an improved and straightened waterway
(see Illustration 3 and Plate 9 ) .
1.

Natural Features;
a.

Soils and Drainage:
The soil conditions for the South Route are the

same as those found in the east (south) route.

They are

heavy, compact clays ("Lake Charles," "Bernard," and "Midland"
series), which would normally have poor drainage and runoff
characteristics (U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1976).
The Harris County Flood Control District, however, improved
the bayou and in the process increased the incline of the
banks sloping them away from the channel.

This landscaping

aids in removing standing water from the proposed route and,
thus, compensates for the poor infiltration capacity of the
soil.

The probability of trail innundation has been eliminated,

and the ultimate operation and maintenance costs of the trail
have been reduced.
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Illustration 3:

Proposed south, north and east routes
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A.

B.

South Route would bypass sewage treatment
plants.

South Route would bisect dynamic Southwest
Houston.
PLATE 9
Proposed South Route
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b.

Vegetation:
The majority of the South Route is covered with

well-kept "St. Augustine grass"—the result of Flood Control
improvements.

Live oak trees have been planted there, too,

at certain intervals along the banks to add scenic relief.
The west end of the South Route traverses ranch land, and
is covered by range grasses.
2.

Population and Growth Areas;
Braes Bayou, as in the case of Buffalo Bayou (north

route), is one of Houston's major waterways.

Flood control

improvements within the channel have made possible current
suburban development.

The population of this area is in-

creasing rapidly, placing a strain on the city for provision
of public services.

Predictions indicate that urban expansion

will continue until the entire length of Braes Bayou is
developed (City of Houston Planning Commission, 1972).
3.

Linkage:
The South Route runs in an east/west direction and

intersects the east route at itssouthend.

From this inter-

section moving west (upstream), the bayou comprises nine of
the South Route's thirteen miles.

This corridor physically

connects the numerous subdivisions now lining the waterway.
The remainder of the proposed route takes advantage of low
volume motorized-traffic arteries and wide street rights-ofway.

Utilizing proposed traffic arteries, recreators would
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finally link up with the west route (Barker Reservoir).
The South Route would, then, connect dense residential areas
with the open country.

It would also, in the order in which

they appear, bypass the following, moving westward;
a.
b.
c
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
1.
m.

Houston Lighting and Power right-of-way
Southern Pacific Railroad right-of-way
abandoned compost plant
police substation
sewage treatment plants
West 610 Loop at its south end
Meyerland Shopping Mall
low-density residential areas
Jewish Community Center
two country clubs
Southwest Freeway
open farm and ranch land
Andrau Airport

n.

Houston Natural Gas and United Gas rights-of-way

4.

Limitations for Parkway Development:
Problems relevant to development of that portion of

the South Route paralleling Braes Bayou are the same as those
found in the development section of the North Route.

However,

the western end of the South Route runs along low-volume
thoroughfares and, at times, shares the rights-of-way.
Therefore, the following problems deal with the advantages
and disadvantages of shared and exclusive hike and bikeways.
Safety is a problem for the hiker or biker when the
trail he is using either shares or intersects a motortraffic artery.

In 1969, 800 fatalities resultedfrom over

30,000 bicycle-motor vehicle accidents.

The following year,

820 fatalities were recorded from over 34,000 bike-motor
vehicle collisions.

This reflects, in part, the increased
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use of bicycles as both a recreation and transportation
vehicle (N.T.S.B, 1972).

It additionally points up the

need for safer bikeways and improved traffic regulations.
However, much controversy centers around the type or
types of bikeways which would provide the safest and most
efficient movement of leisure vehicles. As reported previously there are three basic types of bikeways; exclusive right-of-way reserved for use by bicycles alone; restricted developed within the cross section of a road, usually in the
outside lane adjacent to the curb; and shared - bicycles share
an entire road with other forms of transportation (Desimone,
1972) . Each has its advantages and disadvantages.
A bikeway plan for Davis, California demonstrated that
physical separation of autos and bikes through restricted and
exclusive bikeways has several advantages.

Before the

adoption of this bikeway plan, there were numerous bike/auto
collisions.

Since adoption of this plan, three years ago,

Davis has not experienced any bike/car collisions, in spite
of the fact that over sixty percent of all traffic is now
bicycles.

In addition, Davis officials have noted a reduction

of traffic congestion and a relaxation of tensions between
motorists and cyclists (Cunningham, 1972).
However, there are those who feel that restricted and
exclusive bikeways may institutionalize the future use of
bikes to off-street rights-of-way, thereby, preventing some
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individuals from turning to the bike as an alternative mode
of transportation (Denver, 1973).

John Forester, Editor for

Bike World Magazine and advocate for equal rights for all
on the road, claims that restricted and exclusive bikeways
could well ruin cycling as we know it today.

He especially

criticizes communities which convert sidewalks into exclusive
bike/walkways, pointing out the possible danger of cyclists
being hit by cars which shoot out from hedge-lined driveways.
He also notes that restricted bikeways (curbside lanes) may
prevent residents from parking in front of their homes.
When residents ignore such bikeways, as they often do, the
"restricted" bikeways are filled with autos forcing cyclists
to ride in the middle of the street again.

And law officers

are often reluctant to enforce the restriction (Forester,
1973) .
D.

West Route:

The fourth primary route of the proposed

system straddles the top of Barker Reservoir Dam (see
Illustration 4 and Plate 10).
1.

Natural Features:
a.

Soils and Drainage:
Soil conditions along the West Route are similar

to those along the East and South Routes—heavy, compact
clays.

Again, these soils would ordinarily provide poor

drainage (U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1976).

As stated

however, the proposed West Route would straddle the top of
Barker Reservoir Dam where rainfall runoff is excellent.
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Illustration 4:

Proposed west, north, east and south routes
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A.

West Route would be situated atop the Barker
Flood Detention Reservoir Dam.
Plate 10
Proposed West Route
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b.

Vegetation:
Vegetation along the' proposed route consists of

"St. Augustine" and "Bermuda" grasses planted to prevent soil
erosion on the dam.

To either side of the dam there are

forested areas and grassy meadows.
2.

Population and Growth Areas:
This route is located at Houston's west city limit:.

to the west of the route is Barker Reservoir and the open
country; to the east, there is heavy urbanization.
population along the route is currently small.

Permanent

At present,

the only types of land-use in this area are ranch and farm
lands, an airport, and flood control operations conducted
by the Harris County Flood Control District.

The area within

the reservoir is now part of the Addicks-Barker Park System.
In the near future, however, this route may be lined (on the
east side) with high-density residential development.
3.

Linkage:
The West Route runs north/south for a distance of

2.5 miles.

It forms a vital link between the North and South

routes and closes the final gap in the circular trail system.
4.

Limitations for Parkway Development:
There appears to be no major barriers concerning

development of the West Route, except for the problem of the
acquisition of user's rights from the Harris County Flood
Control District.

The crest of the dam, the area in and for
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which the West Route is proposed, is partially developed:
an asphalt lane has been laid there for maintenance purposes.
At this point, however, it would seem appropriate to
discuss another problem relevant to all four proposed primary
routes.

The problem is this:

local and municipal governments

need to participate in parkway planning and construction more
than they have in the past.

In downtown Houston, for example,

5.5 miles of exclusive bikeways have been constructed along
the beautifully-landscaped banks of Buffalo Bayou.

Although

this provides a comely setting on the edge of the central
business district (see Plate 5 ) , the trail is considered by
many to be too short and too isolated to serve effectively
the cycling community.

Therefore, it would be appropriate

for the Parks Department to review the entire city and to
begin devising a hike and bike master plan which would encompass the entire city.

On completion and approval of the

plan, the Parks Department should develop the trails on a
priority system similar to that used in Denver, Colorado
(Denver, 1973).

In this manner, all concerned parties in the

trail effort might be satisfied and the plan could proceed as
need dictated (Wilkin, 1974).
Several other matters which pertain to the proposed
parkway plan, such as "secondary" and "intermediate" systems
and parkway cost and administration, need also to be discussed briefly before any tentative conclusions can be drawn.
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2econdary Systems
The secondary system consists of inner and intra-neighborhood hiking, cycling, and equestrian trails.

These routes

serve as outdoor recreation linkages between neighborhood
residences and the primary system.

They also provide localized

recreational outlets for short tours of the immediate neighborhood.

They are, then, vital to the system that bring the

major trails to the people residing in the city.
The proposed secondary routes in this study are designated
along low-volume traffic arteries.

The multiple use of streets

is important in that, except for such corridors as utility
rights-of-way, city thoroughfares represent one of the only
linear courses within the city of Houston.

These low-volume

traffic arteries are the safest routes possible aside from
exclusive trails.
Each secondary route could be laid using input from
interested citizens, civil groups, and neighborhood groups in
cooperation with the city and county park and recreation department.

Existing and potential secondary routes may be seen

on the map (Illustration 5) found in the pocket folder.
Intermediate Systems
Unlike the primary and secondary trails, the intermediate
parkway system consists of those trails and paths that
recreators themselves create by repeated use and wear from
recreation vehicles (i.e., bicycles, shoes, horse, e t c ) .
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Thus, they vary greatly in length, width, scale, and degree
of safety.

Yet, they remain constant in grass-sod surfacing.

These factors combine to make the intermediate system the
least expensive of all trail systems to construct.
Costs
The initial expense for a total parkway system, primary
and secondary, is difficult to ascertain because of varying
degrees and scales of routes which may be employed.

If

uniform width and surface makeup for the primary system are
important, then all of Houston's parkways and trails should
be patterned after the existing Allen Parkway Bike Trail.
This then gives some reference to probable costs for the proposed primary system.

The Allen Parkway Bike Trail located

along BUffalo Bayou required no land acquisition because
this section of the waterway is owned by the Harris County
Flood Control District (Bragg, 19 74).
costs were the only expenses incurred.

Therefore, construction
To construct a four-

foot wide, five and one-half mile long trail of asphalt, the
city expended $80,000, or roughly $14,500 per mile. This is
considered a reasonable construction cost, taking into account
that no land acquisition was necessary (Bragg, 1974).

Similar

figures might be expected for other improved portions of
Buffalo Bayou and Braes Bayou also under the HCFCD's authority
However, when dealing with private land owners or big corporations, the development costs might be higher (Wilkin, 1974).
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The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation has developed a cost
sheet for hiking, biking and horseback riding trail construction and operation on a national average basis.

Table

III displays a summary of this data.
Also included in each of these construction costs were
allowances for:

land acquisition ($1,500 per acre); and,

for signs and markers, parking areas, restrooms and water
fixtures, picnic areas and the equipment to maintain each
(U. S. Department of Interior, 1973).
Administering Agencies
Planning, implementation, operation, and maintenance,
as discussed earlier in this study, is best facilitated under
the direction of a single agency.

This would facilitate

coordination, continuity, and efficiency.

However, for a

primary system which incorporates both Houston and Harris
County properties, a joint administration may be the only
logical answer, unless the two units of government can
reach agreement as to who should have sole authority.

In

cases of agreement, the city, because of its high percentage
of land ownership, will usually be the lead agency in the
area-wide trail system (Mertes, 1973).

As for secondary

systems created within individual neighborhoods and satellite
cities, each should be administered by local units of governments.

Each of these lesser governing bodies is responsible
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to a specific group of citizens and is more attuned to their
needs.

Thus, they can provide the desired secondary routes

better than the county parks department (Wilkin, 1974),
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TABLE III
TRAIL CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION COSTS

Trail
Type

Trail
Width

Total
Construction
Cost/Mile

Actual
Surfacing
Cost

Actual
Operating
Cost

Hiking

3 ft.

$9,257/mile

$5,940/mile

$2,641/mile

Biking

6 ft.

$21,967/mile

$9,233/mile

$5,600/mile

Horseback
Riding

10 ft.

$12,320/mile

$6,600/mile

$3,300/mile

(U. S. Department of Interior, 1973)

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This study has shown that linear open space systems
represent one of the most urgently needed, yet administratively complex components of a city or county park and recreation program.

There appears to be an upward trend in

urban population growth.

At the same time people are looking

for more diverse recreational facilities within urban areas,
Much of this is the result of rising fuel and transportation
costs.

In addition to these facts, the prevailing literature

suggests that people are seeking more recreation opportunities
closer to home.

Thus, there appears to be a great need and

a strong future for urban linear open space systems.
Such systems are an impossibility without cooperative
planning and action between public officials and private
citizens,

Planners should always maintain communications

with the public, for therein lies the strength and success
of all park and recreation planning efforts.

Likewise,

citizens should be permitted to engage in planning activities
where they believe parkways and trails should be developed,
and to present their plans to the appropriate board, commission
of department.

Both official and non-official park planners

should work together toward the implementation of the plans.
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Park planners may further their cause by involving themselves in the entire field of city planning,

This is espe-

cially true in the field or Public Works planning, as this
area has tremendous authority over how municipal land is
used.

Recreation planners should be involved in the location

of streets, highways, water and sewer lines, and power lines,
as these can vastly effect the rate and manner of a given
area's development.

Park planners might be able to persuade

public works and highway offici^ls to incorporate hike and
bike trails into new highway and street rights-of-way, or
to prevent new thoroughfares from either bisecting or annihilating existing parks and parkways.
Funding, another major area of concern determined by the
survey (discussed in Chapters 3 and 4) may be alleviated by
keeping an open mind to new ideas.

Constant monitoring of

other urban park agencies and their efforts to obtain funding
sources for parkway projects can yield valuable information.
Potential new sources of funding are as follows:

locally

broadcast telethons on an annual basis to encourage donations
to a parkway development fund; agreements with directors or
sponsors of other, more financially prosperous, sporting
events to donate their automobile parking proceeds to such a
fund; applications for grants sent to the major bicycle production companies and equestrian equipment companies.

Ad-

ditional funding might be obtained through increased and
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mandatory bicycle and horse registration fees, or a one
percent city sales tax for recreation purposes,
Land acquisition, on the other hand, will remain a
problem so long as funding is scarce,

It is suggested that,

to further efforts for land acquisition and parkway development, park and recreation agencies work toward greater cooperation with utility companies and private land owners,
especially in the realm of liabilities,

To ease the burden of

laibilities new legislation should be encouraged which would
provide that a land owner who allows the public to enter his
land for recreation purposes on a nonfee basis should not be
liable to a member of the public who is hurt while enjoying
such hospitality,

Another possibility is that of new insurance

programs which would be inexpensive to the sponsoring agency,
yet, effective in their protection,
Problems such as these tend to point out the complexity
of planning and development difficulties encountered in the
planning and development of parkway areas.

According to the

findings, these problems will undoubtedly remain for many
years,

However, this research has suggested some workable

procedures for planning the layout and implementation of an
urban linear parkways system.
With the implementation of an urban linear parkway program valuable knowledge will be gained by the sponsoring
agency.

Such knowledge should be disseminated to public

agencies, groups, and organizations interested in linear
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parkway development.

From this knowledge interested com-

munities may pattern similar planning and implementation
guidelines relevant to their locales,
A race for space is now in progress in every city in
the nation.

Urban growth is surrounding and usurping

much

available open space. As Edward Higbee put it, "The squeeze
is on" (1960).

Park and recreation planners must act rapidly

to head off the annihilation of valuable natural open space,
relief features, and scenic landscapes, reserving them for
public recreational use and enjoyment.

The hope for an open

space future lies in the actions of the present. The
challenge has been made.
race is on.

The lines have been drawn. The

It is my hope that parks and open space will not

come in last, for if they do, the American public will inevitably be the loser.
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6711 Atwell, #48
Houston, Texas 77081
January 29, 1974

Director
Recreation and Adult Education Division
City of Milwaukee
Vliet Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Dear Sirs:
I am conducting the research portion of my master's thesis predicated
on the applicability of linear parkways and linkages in the Houston,
Texas area. My research revealed that Milwaukee has over 64 miles of
marked bikeways.
If Possible, would you please send me any available, pertinent
information on the planning and development schemes used by your
department in setting up these bikeways?
In addition, I would greatly appreciate any data on your current
methods of acquisition, authorizing statutes, sources of funding,
and management concerns relevant to your bikeways.
Thank you for your assistance on this matter.
Sincerely yours,

Horace P. Hardy

